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ABSTRACT
ANALYZING EVOLUTION OF RARE EVENTS
THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA DATA
by
Xiaoyu Lu
Recently, some researchers have attempted to nd a relationship between the
evolution of rare events and temporal-spatial patterns of social media activities.
Their studies verify that the relationship exists in both time and spatial domains.
However, few of those studies can accurately deduce a time point when social
media activities are most highly aected by a rare event because producing an
accurate temporal pattern of social media during the evolution of a rare event
is very dicult.

This work expands the current studies along three directions.

Firstly, we focus on the intensity of information volume and propose an innovative
clustering algorithm-based data processing method to characterize the evolution of
a rare event by analyzing social media data. Secondly, novel feature extraction
and fuzzy logic-based classication methods are proposed to distinguish and classify
event-related and unrelated messages. Lastly, since many messages do not have
ground truth, we execute four existing ground-truth inference algorithms to deduce
the ground truth and compare their performances. Then, an Adaptive Majority
Voting (Adaptive MV) method is proposed and compared with two of the existing
algorithms based on a set containing manually-labeled social media data. Our case
studies focus on Hurricane Sandy in 2012 and Hurricane Maria in 2017. Twitter data
collected around them are used to verify the eectiveness of the proposed methods.
Firstly, the results of the proposed data processing method not only verify that a
rare event and social media activities have strong correlations, but also reveal that
they have some time dierence. Thus, it is conducive to investigate the temporal
pattern of social media activities. Secondly, fuzzy logic-based feature extraction

and classication methods are eective in identifying event-related and unrelated
messages. Lastly, the Adaptive MV method deduces the ground truth well and
performs better on datasets with noisy labels than other two methods, Positive Label
Frequency Threshold and Majority Voting.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Events are occurring over the world all the time, and as the main part of the world,
people cannot be ignored and isolated from the events. People's ideas, feelings, and
altitudes describe the characteristics and attributes of an event from multiple angles
and perspectives. Laituri and Kodrich treat people as sensors that can help to build
a rapid response database [58]. Sheth involves people in a citizen-sensor network that
refers to an interconnected network of people who actively observe, report, collect,
analyze, and disseminate information via text, audio, or video messages [86]. With the
profound development of Internet, communications and networking, mobile devices,
and computers, exchanging information among people becomes rapid, ecient and
accurate. Social media as a part of interactive Web 3.0 provides users with a simple
and convenient channel to share their observations, feelings, altitudes and views.
Consequently, social media occupies a crucial position in human life and receives
a high level of attention [72]. This allows people, companies, and organizations to
create, share, broadcast, and exchange various information in virtual communities
and networks; the information covers important events, ideas, and human attitudes
at a specic time span. Dierent from the traditional paper-based or industrial media,
the advantages of social media contain quality, reach, frequency, usability, immediacy,
and permanence [7] [101]. Mobile technologies and social platforms provide a path
for people to post their messages anytime and anywhere. This leads a way to analyze
event-related information such as the relationship between happiness and mobility
patterns [32], and tourist origins and attractions [11, 65, 100]. Thus, a citizen-sensor
network via social media connects people together and perceives the occurrences
around the world.

1

A disaster is viewed as a disruption on the earth and involves environmental and
economic loss. A serious disaster may greatly threaten human beings' and animals'
lives and property safety. It is treated as a rare event, since it occurs rarely but
has really serious destructions. Disasters are described as social events in [76]. A
deeper concept that any physical events alone does not constitute disasters unless
they negatively aect human beings and social systems is presented in [93]. Thus,
a disaster is not an isolated event and its crisis arises because of its caused the
vulnerability of human beings, natural environment and technological systems [21].
Chen et al. [20] emphasize that a focus on social disruptions is a key to understand
and assess a disaster. Their work connects the physical disasters and human beings'
social activities. Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between the real world and virtual
one. The former may impact the latter, because the latter may be struck by the
former. In the opposite direction, the virtual world characterizes the real event in
the real world. For example, if a wind storm passes, people may post photos and
videos regarding some phenomena and its damages, such as trees' falling down or
high waves near shores. This kind of information characterizes how strong wind
storm is by human beings' real observations, feelings, and attitudes. Thus, if we are
able to nd a temporal-spatial pattern that shows how a real event impacts social
media and how social media characterizes the event, we can denitely help people
understand the event better and assist relevant departments of government to cope
with and evaluate the real event.
Preis et al. [74] compare the number of Hurricane Sandy-related photos with
the atmospheric pressure data.

The real variations of atmospheric pressure are

dened as the evaluation of Hurricane Sandy in the real world. Guan and Chen [39]
calculate their proposed metric, disaster-related ratio (DRR), during the occurrence
of Hurricane Sandy and conrm a close connection between the activities on social
media and the extent of disruptions related to the hurricane. However, their work only
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Figure 1.1

Relationship between the real world and virtual one.

calculates a few days' DRRs in specic cities. Its DRR curves can only describe the
roughly impacted date by the disaster. The error rates are high since their work nds
only the peak dates and cannot get more accurate time points. Preis et al. [74] use an
hour as the time granularity, but cannot obtain more accurate time points than an
hour. No matter how Preis et al. and Guan et al. choose the time granularities, once
the time granularity is chosen, the time span is separated into xed time intervals. It
is easy to ignore the intensity of instances in a time domain, because the intervals are
set subjectively in advance. For example, there are a lot of posted messages around
a time point, but some of them may belong to an earlier time interval while others
belong to a later one. In this case, they are cut into two time-intervals, and then
the intensity of them is broken and reduced. Thus, nding proper time intervals, not
xed ones, is very important. Such intervals tend to be dierent. In order to conquer
this issue and increase the accuracy in our study, we adopt a clustering algorithm that
is able to focus on the intensity of posted messages in a time domain, automatically
assign the messages into corresponding classes, and then nd more accurate time
when the social media is impacted by a rare event, e.g., Hurricane Sandy. Thus, the
time intervals are automatically selected based on the intensity of data points. In
addition, the time dierence between a rare event's occurrence and the peak of social
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media data intensity reveals the dierence between the real and virtual worlds in a
time domain.
Meanwhile, many studies, such as [39, 63, 74], investigate the relationship
between social media data and a rare event like Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Yet, they
use only the key words to distinguish whether a message is related with it or not. Such
an approach can easily miss the messages that contain no key words but are actually
closely related to the event. For example, "No power" and "No school" are two
very short messages that were posted on the arrival date of Hurricane Sandy. Since
keywords do not contain them, they are not selected to conduct hurricane-related
message analysis. The incompletely extracted messages may lead to an inaccurate
estimation of the relationship between social media and rare events, especially for
computing DRR in [39]. Thus, accurately extracting rare-event-related tweets is
imperative. Then, this problem is converted to a binary classication problem. In
other words, a tweet is identied as either a rare-event-related instance or unrelated
one.
Conventional text classication mainly focuses on text documents and divides
them into predened categorizes or classes. Researchers have proposed many text
classication algorithms and methodologies. For example, [88] and [49] propose a
Naive Bayes-based approach. The study [114] presents a term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) technique. A combination of a regular classier and
heuristic algorithm is deeply discussed in [15, 19, 75]. The above studies mainly
focus on a document or paragraph that has a large number of sentences and words
with abundant information [35]. A short-text classication problem is dierent from
the conventional one. For example, a tweet from Twitter has a limited number of
characters. Usually, a tweet is short and has a couple of sentences, or only a couple of
words. Many short texts exist around a human's life and in a variety of forms, such as
blogs, image captions, and short message service (SMS) messages. In addition, short
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texts use oral formats, and often ignore those syntax structures and grammar. To
address this issue, some studies, such as [107] and [108], treat each individual word
as a research object. In detail, a complete sentence is split into words. It may break
the original meaning of a sentence, and ignore some phrases and oral words. Other
researchers [12,33,34,44,69,80,82,103,105] adopt a semantic enrichment approach. It
searches similar information, concepts and contents via web search engines. It enriches
the short texts by adding more features from external resources. Nevertheless, it has
some noise, such as meaningless and useless words derived from a search engine,
which may reduce classication eciency. In [22], a Tweet2Vec is proposed based
on a character composition model and converts each tweet as a vector. It adopts
a Bi-directional Gate Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU) neural network for learning tweet
representations. In [68], Word2Vec is proposed by giving word representations in
a vector space. Two log-linear models, continuous Bag-of-Words model (CBOW)
and Continuous Skip-gram model (Skip-gram), are created and pay an attention to
continuous words. By using deep learning methods, each word is represented by a high
dimension vector. Both Tweet2Vec and Word2Vec represent a short-text and a word
by using a high dimension vector, respectively. It takes a lot of space complexity
and tends to increase computing time greatly. In addition, the methods provide
each short text with a numerical vector, and the vagueness and ambiguity of a text
are completely ignored. The vector contains exact values, but it cannot reect the
vagueness and ambiguity of text well, because sometimes the meanings of texts are
not obvious and cannot simply be represented by a numerical vector. Thus, we aim
at taking the vagueness and ambiguity into consideration.
Fuzzy logic can deal well with vagueness and ambiguity and is a technique close
to human thinking [55]. One important contribution of fuzzy logic is its superiority
in computing with words. In more detail, fuzzy logic provides a way to convert
people's words and thinking into proper numerical values that can be handled by
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computers and articial intelligence with the concern of vagueness and ambiguity.
Zadeh et al. [106] claim that no other method serves this purpose. In this work, a
fuzzy-logic based text classication method is proposed to avoid the disadvantages
mentioned above. The features are directly from human beings' natural language
and thinking. They not only consider each individual written word, but also some
xed phrases and oral words in our real life. All the features are obtained directly
from the original texts. Thus, no extra information or noise is introduced to impact
the eectiveness of a classier. The fuzzy logic-based method contains two parts:
feature extraction and classication. The former one extracts features from a short
text by using membership functions. The later one classies the short-texts based
on the fuzzy rules and defuzzication methods. The extracted features, variables
and parameters of membership functions, and fuzzy rules are obtained according to
human beings' empirical knowledge and subjective understanding.
Even though social media data are helpful to understand and analyze the
evolution of rare events, the obvious weakness of using them does exist. They lack
ground truth. In other words, many short texts do not have any true labels, namely
ground truth. Note that in our cases, short texts are classied into binary classes,
i.e., rare-event-related and unrelated classes. Then, the ground truth corresponds to
the two classes. In some studies, such as [102] and [97], they choose hashtags as their
ground truth. Yet many do not have such hashtags. But Korolov et al. [54] indeed
claim that they are not t for all messages because only one-third of messages contain
hashtags and they are often inconsistent. Even worse, hashtags may still increase
redundant information and noise. For example, "#sandycantstopme Don't let her stop

you.", where "#sandycantstopme " is the hashtag of this text. Even if there is no space
among words in the hashtag, people can still understand it quite well. However, it is
quite dicult and challenging for machines to understand, since "sandycantstopme"
is not a correct English word and not a normal phase. Furthermore, dierent people
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have dierent understandings of a same sentence. These aforementioned issues suggest
that understanding and analyzing short texts are not easy tasks. Moreover, nding
the ground truth of short-texts is more dicult and, most of time it is impossible.
Acquiring the true meaning from a poster is dicult and time-consuming. There
are also some methods, such as TF-IDF [112] and word2vec [61], can work on a text
classication problem, but sometimes they do not perform well on the short-text
classication. It is because there are much fewer words in short-texts than regular
articles. Additionally, there is an imbalance problem, since even though many users
post a huge number of rare event-related messages, a much higher percentage of
posted messages are unrelated. Thus, in this work, we focus on social media data,
i.e., short-texts, and bring human being's intelligence into their classication process.
We ask some labelers to label the data and synthesize the labels as ground
truth. Note that in some work, such as [111], this process is called learning from
crowdsourced labelers and sometimes such systems are called crowdsourcing systems.
One of the basic strategies of a crowdsourcing system is to vote. Usually, the minority
is subordinated to the majority. It is also called majority voting in such a system.
However, obviously, this strategy fails in many cases. It is still possible that the
majority has to be subordinated to the minority. Thus, many methods and strategies
are proposed to deal with dierent kinds of problems.

Some of them focus on

investigating the consistency of labelers and tasks [99] [77]. In their assumption,
labeling a few tasks should be consistent when a labeler labels them and the diculty
of labeling a task is consistent. The studies [110] and [109] concentrate on discovering
the pattern of labeled data by labelers. They deeply analyze the data, explore their
distribution, and then make nal decisions. In order to deduce the ground truth, we
rst compare four ground truth inference algorithms while dealing with the short-text
classication problem. They are Majority Voting (MV), Positive Label Frequency
Threshold (PLAT), Generative Model of Labels, Abilities, and Diculties (GLAD),
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and Ground Truth Inference using Clustering (GTIC). Then we propose an adaptive
majority voting method and compare it with MV and relatively better method, PLAT.
This work covers three core aspects of rare event analysis via social media data.
They are 1) exploring the evolution of rare events, 2) classifying short-texts and 3)
deducing ground truth of short-texts. Its contributions have four parts. First, it
veries that there is a strong connection between the real world and virtual one.
Second, by using our proposed method and nding proper time intervals, we can
deduce the temporal evolution of a rare event like Hurricane Sandy and conrm
that the time dierence does exist and varies for dierent cities. Then, a novel
feature extraction approach and a fuzzy logic-based classication method are proposed
to cope with the short-text classication problem. Lastly, ground truth inference
algorithms that deduce the ground-truth of short texts are compared and a new one
called Adaptive MV is proposed.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The social media data-based analysis of evolution of rare events contains three major
study directions: temporal-spatial analysis of rare events, understanding the meanings
of contents and deducing the ground truth of short texts. This section reviews the
related work, respectively.

2.1 Temporal-Spatial Analysis of Rare Events
Many researchers have analyzed and investigated the rare event called Hurricane
Sandy by using social media data. There are two major categories of their interests.
The rst one investigates the awareness and moods of human beings during Hurricane
Sandy [25, 28, 45] in a temporal or spatial domain. They rely on natural language
processing, machine learning and semantic analysis. The studies [25, 45] uncover
the changes of human reactions and awareness during Hurricane Sandy. As the
hurricane unfolds, inuential users are identied, topical changes are observed, and
the community evolvement is demonstrated by using the spectral clustering algorithm
in [45]. Caragea et al. [19] exploit a combination of bag of words and sentiment
features such as emoticons, acronyms, and polarity clues. Then a support vector
machine (SVM) is used to classify the tweets into three classes, i.e., positive, neutral
and negative moods. With the geo-tags of tweets, they map these tweets as points
into a global map and observe that the mean center of tweets shifts accompanying
with the movement of Hurricane Sandy. Ediger et al. [28] deal with a large volume
of data in real time. Their proposed platform identies the immediate and critical
information that increases situational awareness during Hurricane Sandy.
Another category aims at nding the relationship and connections between
social media data and a rare event [39, 63, 74].
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The main idea is to study the

temporal-spatial patterns of both. Then they compare the pattern of the former in
the virtual world with the real meteorological data during a disaster. Preis et al. [16]
compare the number of Hurricane Sandy-related photos with the atmospheric pressure
data recorded among meteorological stations. The variations of atmospheric pressure
are dened as the evaluation of Hurricane Sandy. A correlation coecient is used to
verify whether there is any relationship between social media and Hurricane Sandy
or not. Choosing a reliable metric is important to estimate the inuence of an event.
It is less meaningful to just count the total number of event-related messages during
a specic time span as discussed in [39, 116]. A metric pioneered in [39] named DRR
replaces the number of messages and illustrates the relationship between a disaster
and social media activities. It calculates the ratio between the numbers of related
and unrelated messages at a same time span in the same area. If a topic is discussed
many times and has a high percentage of attention among other topics, this denotes
that more people pay much attention on it. Thus, DDR is more useful than only
counting the number of disaster-related messages. Guan and Chen [39] calculate the
proposed DRRs during Hurricane Sandy and conrm a close connection between the
activities on social media and the extent of disruptions related to Hurricane Sandy.
The time is closer to the landed time of Hurricane Sandy and the location is closer
to the coast while higher DRRs are obtained in the temporal-spatial pattern. In
addition, since both studies [39] and [74] cannot obtain the accurate impacted time
point of the hurricane in the virtual world, they are not able to nd the existence
of time dierence between the hurricane's occurrence and peak of social media data
volume. In other words, they fail to discover that there is a dierence in a time
domain for a rare event between the real world and virtual one.
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2.2 Short-Text Classication
In general, text classication aims to assign text documents into predened categorizes
or classes. Researchers have proposed a variety of text classication algorithms and
methodologies, such as the Naive Bayes-based approach [49, 88], term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) technique [114] and a combination of a regular
classier and a heuristic algorithm [19, 75]. Spielhofer et al. train a Naive Bayes
classier for relevant data detection by suggesting that the irrelevant data removal
and noise reduction are similar to the email spam ltering [88]. Jiang et al. introduce
a deep feature weighting Naive Bayes by using the maximum likelihood estimation
to calculate prior and conditional probabilities [49].

Zhang et al.

propose an

improved TF-IDF method for text classication by using stemming and lemmatization
techniques. They adopt synonymous techniques to reduce computational complexity
[114]. When dealing with text documents with a massive size, Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) is the best for comparing both TF-IDF and multi-word methods [112].
Caragea et al. [19] propose a sentiment classication method by using a SentiStrength
algorithm combined with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naive Bayes classier.
Prusa et al. use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and a new encoding approach
for text classication [75]. Note that though CNN is mainly used for image processing,
text data can be converted into an image with an encoding method such that CNN
can be used as a text classier. The conventional text classication focuses on the
document or paragraph classication that have a large number of sentences and words
with abundant information [87]. However, short-text classication is dierent from
the conventional one, due to its limited number of characters. Some studies [108]
and [107] treat each individual word as a research object and use LSI to deal with it.
Other researchers search similar concepts online, nd the semantic similarity between
unlabeled and labeled texts, and link them to some explicit semantic information
derived from external resources or web search engines [12,33,34,44,69,80,82,103,105].
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This type of approaches is called semantic enrichment, since it enriches short texts
to better their classication. Sathe et al. propose a novel method by using a Neural
Network (NN) for sentiment classication combined with fuzzy logic [81]. Fuzzy logic
is used to deal with symbolic and vague information, which builds a fuzzication
matrix for NN to use. Besides, text summarization and intelligent tagging can be
handled by utilizing fuzzy logic [89]. Those studies mentioned above motivate our
work.

2.3 Ground-truth Inference Algorithms
Social media data obtain more and more attention because of their important role in
the analysis of the evolution of rare events. Classifying them into classes accurately
is a key process to unfold humans' social activities. However, the obvious weakness of
using social media data is the lack of ground truth. In other words, many short texts
do not have any labels that tell a poster's real meaning, e.g., related to a rare event
or not, i.e., ground truth. Acquiring the true meaning from a poster is dicult and
time-consuming. Thus, automatically deducing ground truth is imperative. Ground
truth inference algorithms are proposed to deal with this issue.
In general, a ground-truth inference algorithm should satisfy two conditions
[111]. One is that it infers integrated labels for instances at least. The other is
that it does not depend on any additional information, such as no historical labeling
qualities, features, and true labels of instances. In other words, an integrated label
of an instance is determined by the labels that are given by a few human labelers. In
addition, since dierent people have dierent experience, background and education,
noisy labels do exist. Thus, for each instance, integrating a few labels into a nalized
one is not easy. In our case, as discussed in Section 2.1, short-text labeling may not
be easier than and can be even worse than the labeling issue in biological and medical
elds, as in [18] and [95]. Furthermore, the labeling quality depends on the text
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comprehension and interpretation ability of labelers. Some words adopted by a user
may not be popular, some are shortened from a particular environment and some are
very professional that common people do not know them unless they are in the eld.
In order to deal with this issue, a straight-forward direction is to improve label quality.
There are two categories of approaches. One derives from a data collection phase. It
focuses on designing a quality-controllable labeling task. Its idea is to design some
mechanisms to train and guide labelers to provide high quality labels [8] and [27]. Its
defect is the complexity and diculty in designing a perfect labeling task. It heavily
relies on the background and historical information [111]. Also, training and guiding
labelers with dierent background and experience are not easy and can take much
time.
Another direction is to improve the quality of labels after data collection. It
conquers the defects of previous one by using ground-truth inference algorithms. It
contains two steps: repeated labeling and integrated labeling. The former requests
labels given by multiple labelers while the latter adopts some proper mechanisms that
integrate the given labels as an estimated label. This estimated label is potentially
to be the true one. Our work focuses on the second category to deduce the true
label. Currently, ground-truth inference algorithms fall into two categories. One
is based on an Expectation-Maximization approach (EM) and the other is based
on linear algebra and statistics. For the former one, the representative studies are
reported in [77] [98] and [99]. These methods model either the behaviors of labelers
or diculties of examples or both. Then, they use Bayesian estimation and maximize
a likelihood function to obtain estimated labels. Even though EM-based algorithms
are widely used, they have many defects [109] [113]. First, they may converge to
a local optimal solution instead of a global one. Second, choosing initial values of
parameters is not easy. Dierent initial values tend to produce dierent results.
Meanwhile, a dataset may not exactly t the probability distribution assumed by
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these algorithms. Last, its convergence speed is uncertain and depends on the data
and initial parameter setting. These uncertain reasons lead the execution time to
vary toward the longer end. The representative methods of the latter can be found
in [53] [52] [109] and [110]. Karger et al. [53] [52] propose a method based on the
reliabilities of labelers by using a belief propagation-like method. The disadvantage
is that it is not a standard inference method based on a generative probabilistic
model. Thus, it is dicult to extend to more complex models or real-world datasets.
PLAT [110], based on statistics, counts the number of positive labels and dynamically
searches an optimal threshold. GTIC [109] is based on Bayesian statistics and works
on multi-class problems. Furthermore, there are two obvious issues that are not
considered in many studies: biased labeling and imbalance data issues. Both of them
need to be further investigated. Note that biased labeling is a common case. It does
exist not only because of dierent labelers, but also depending on judgment criteria
when labelers perform labeling tasks.
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CHAPTER 3
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM-BASED EVOLUTION ANALYSIS OF
RARE EVENTS BY USING SOCIAL MEDIA DATA

In order to focus on the intensity of instances, we propose a clustering algorithm-based
data processing method in this chapter. It analyzes the evolution of rare events in
both temporal and spatial domains. First, three k -based clustering algorithms are
introduced. Next, the clustering algorithm-based data processing method is proposed.
Then, the denition of time dierence and the selection of the number of clusters
are discussed. Finally, the social media data collected in the virtual world and the
meteorological data in the real world during Hurricane Sandy 2012 are utilized to
verify the eectiveness of the proposed method.

3.1

K -based Clustering Algorithms

Clustering algorithms, such as hierarchical and k -means clustering algorithms, aim
to discover the natural groupings of patterns, points, or objects [48]. Kang et al. [51]
introduce clustering algorithms that divide a given dataset into multiple classes
according to data similarity.

This section rst introduces the classical k -means

clustering algorithm. Then, it is followed by its extension, i.e., k -means++ and

k -MWO where MWO represents mussel wandering optimization.

3.1.1

k -means Clustering Algorithm

About 60 years ago, the k -means clustering algorithm, called k -means for short, was
proposed. Its simplicity, eciency and easy implementation make it one of the most
popular clustering methods [48, 107]. It has been successfully used in many elds.
For example, studies [60, 92] adopt it and its extensions in the texture and image
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segmentation. Oyelade, et al. [73] utilize it to predict students' academic performance.
The work [14] adopts it for customer management. It is formally described as follows:
Let X = {xi } ⊂ Rd , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, be the set of n d-dimensional points where

Rd denotes a d-dimensional real number set, and C = {Ck }, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, be a
set of K clusters that partition X where K > 0 is a positive integer. The mean of
cluster Ck is dened as:

µk =

1 X
x
|Ck | x∈C

(3.1)

k

where |Ck | is the cardinality of Ck . The squared error between µk and the points in

Ck is dened as:
φ(Ck ) =

X

||xi − µk ||2

(3.2)

||xi − µk ||2

(3.3)

x∈Ck

The objective function is given as:

J=

K X
X
k=1 x∈Ck

It computes the sum of squared errors over all K clusters. The goal of k -means is to
nd the minimized sum of squared errors over all K clusters, i.e.,

Jmin = min(

K X
X

||xi − µk ||2 )

(3.4)

k=1 x∈Ck

Its main steps are as follows [47, 48]:
1. Select an initial partition with K clusters;
2. Compute a new partition by assigning each point to its closest cluster center;
3. Compute new cluster centers according to (3.1); and
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the objective function J reaches its minimum value,

Jmin .
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3.1.2

k -means++ Clustering Algorithm

The work [10] extends the k -means clustering algorithm and proposes the k -means++
algorithm. Initially, every data point can be chosen as a center with the following
probability:

Dist(x)2
2
x∈X Dist(x)

P (x) = P

(3.5)

where Dist(x) is the shortest distance from a data point x to the closest center that
has already been chosen. Usually, Dist(x) is computed based on Euclidean distance.
The steps of this algorithm are described as follows:
1.1. Choose rst center C1 uniformly at random from X ;
1.2. Take a new center Ck by choosing x ∈ X with probability obtained from (3.5);
1.3. Repeat Step 1.2. until K centers are found;
2. Compute a new partition by assigning each point to its closest cluster center;
3. Compute new cluster centers according to (3.1); and
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the objective function J reaches its minimum value.
Note that Steps 2-4 are the same as the standard k -means algorithm mentioned in
Section 3.1.1.

3.1.3

k -MWO Clustering Algorithm

k -MWO is a new clustering method based on swarm intelligence. It is proposed
in [51] and is as good as a k -PSO (particle swarm optimization) method. It combines
mussel wandering optimization (MWO) with the classical k -means. As a new heuristic
method, MWO is inspired by mussels' leisurely locomotion behavior when they
form bed patterns in their habitat [9]. It is an ecologically inspired optimization
algorithm and mathematically formulates a landscape-level evolutionary mechanism
of the distribution pattern of mussels through a stochastic decision and Levy walk.
In [51], each mussel Yi = (yi1 , yi2 , ..., yiK ) represents a set of centers of K classes,
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where yik , k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, is the coordinate vector of the center of the k -th class of
the i-th mussel. The algorithm rst initializes NN mussels, and then evaluates each
mussel's tness by using a squared sum error (SSE) as follows:

E=

Mk
X

K
X

||xi − µk ||2

(3.6)

i=1,xi ∈Ck k=1

Based on the tness values, the top η% mussels are used to update their position
coordinates during the next generation. The learning process from mussels with the
top tness values guide the evolution to better directions. The updating process is
accomplished dimension by dimension. When updating, a Levy walk, between 0 and
1, is calculated to decide mussels' displacement. The new position should not be
beyond the limits which avoid the mussels going to an unsuitable eld. The detailed
steps of k -MWO are given as follows:
1. Initialize NN mussels, i.e., Yi = (yi1 , yi2 , , yiK ) where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., NN };
2. Calculate the tness of each mussel via (3.6) where xi denotes the i-th data point
in a dataset, Mk is the number of data points in every class. Ck is the center of the

k -th class and µk is its mean. where K is the number of classes, and k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}.
Note that Yi is associated with one set of centers U = {µk }.
3. Find the top η% mussels that have the best tness and calculate their center yg .
4. Update mussels' positions: calculate each mussel's Levy walk li = γ[1 − λ]−1/(ρ−1) ,
where ρ is a shape parameter with 1.0 < µ < 3.0, λ is a randomly sampled value
from the uniform distribution [0, 1], and γ denotes the walk scale factor, which is a
0
positive real number; then update its position via yik
= yik + li (yg − yik ).

5. Calculate the tness of the updated mussels, nd the new top η%, and update yg ;
6. Examine if it satises the termination criterion. If so, output the best result; and
otherwise, go to Step 4 to start the next iteration.
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3.2

k -means Clustering Algorithm-based Data Processing Method in
Spatial Domain

In this section, our analysis of a rare event pays attention to the spatial domain.
The k -means clustering algorithm divides the hurricane impacted region into several
sub-regions based on the intensity of tweets. A disaster-related ratio (DRR) performs
as a metric and denotes the impact degree of Hurricane Sandy towards each subregion. First, the k -means-based data processing method in the temporal domain is
described. Next, experimental results are given and followed with their analysis and
discussions.
Since Hurricane Sandy stormed through our selected region over time, we expect
to divide up the area into several sub-regions and study those small ones. k -means
provides a method that can cut and combine those nearest tweets. Thus, this section
describes a data processing method based on k -means clustering. Because some tweets
were posted too early or too late before or after Sandy landed, they are ltered and
deleted in our ltered dataset. Figure 3.1 describes the procedure of data processing
that clusters tweets in the spatial domain. The rst step clusters the close tweets into
spatial clusters based on their locations or geo-coordinates and obtains the coordinate
mean of each cluster's centroid. Let C S = {C1S , C2S , ..., CiS , ..., CUS }, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., U },
be a set of spatial clusters that partition set D into U ≥ 2 spatial clusters. U is an
integer and represents the number of clusters. Each element CiS ∈ C S represents an
individual spatial cluster. The mean of a spatial cluster CiS is denoted with uSi . In a
physical meaning, uSi also denotes a pair of geo-coordinates.
We specify the northeast region of the United States as our concerned region. It
contains some states with a large population, such as New Jersey and New York, and
some large cities, such as Boston, New York City and Washington D.C. This region
was badly impacted by the hurricane and brought us a suciently large disasterrelated dataset. Temporally, our study's time period spans from Oct 27, 2012, when
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Figure 3.1 k -means based data processing method in the spatial domain.
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the storm warning was issued, to Nov 7, 2012, a week after the hurricane landed in
the selected region. Meanwhile, spatial geo-coordinates are limited by the latitudes
from 37.84◦ to 42.86◦ and the longitudes from −70.89◦ to −78.8◦ . After this ltering,
it returns us about 1, 281, 000 tweets. Then, we use keywords to lter out those
disaster-unrelated tweets. These keywords are "Sandy", "hurricane" and "storm" as
also used in [39]. This step returns about 74,000 tweets that are related to Hurricane
Sandy.
Based on the procedure in Figure 3.1, the rst step adopts the k -means
clustering algorithm with parameter k = 50. This step partitions the disaster-related
tweets into 50 clusters in the spatial domain. If a cluster's DRR is high, it means
that the corresponding physical area is highly impacted by Hurricane Sandy and vice
versa. In Figure 3.2, we use a point to represent the geo-coordinates of a cluster's
center and the digital number next to it is its identier. If the digital number is small,
it represents that the DRR of its corresponding cluster is large; otherwise, it is small.
Figure 3.3 shows the DRR values of the points in Figure 3.2.
In both Figures 3.2 and 3.3, points are marked with colors, red, blue, and green,
that representing the corresponding clusters' DRRs are greater than 0.05, between

0.03 to 0.05, and less than or equal to 0.03, respectively. The two values, 0.05 and
0.03, are specied as thresholds and partition 50 points into 3 levels. Red points are
the highly impacted regions; blue ones are moderately impacted regions; and green
ones are slightly impacted ones. This matches Hurricane Sandy's impact pattern with
four levels: very high (purple), high (red), moderate (yellow) and low (green), given
by Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as shown in Figure 3.4.
In Figure 3.4, very high (purple) area means that greater than 10, 000 of county
population was exposed to the surge; high (red) one indicates that 500 − 10, 000 of
county population was exposed, or modeled wind damages were greater than 100M ,
or high precipitation (> 8”); moderate (yellow) one represents that 100 − 500 of
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Figure 3.2

Hurricane Sandy impacted pattern with identiers.

Figure 3.3

Hurricane Sandy impacted pattern with DRRs.
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Figure 3.4

FEMA Hurricane Sandy impact analysis. [1]

county population was exposed, or modeled wind damages were between 10M and

100M, or medium precipitation (4” to 8”); and low (Green) one indicates that there
were no surge impacts.

3.3 Clustering Algorithm-based Data Processing Method
In this section, a clustering algorithm-based data processing method is proposed. The
ow chart is given in Figure 3.5. Three clustering algorithms mentioned in Section
3.1 constitute the main part of our proposed method. Each of them is adopted
individually. The detailed descriptions of the method are described next.
Let D = {xn } ⊂ Rd , n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, be the set of N d-dimensional
points where Rd denotes a d-dimensional data set and N is a positive integer.

r = (r1 , r2 , ..., rN ) is an 1 × N vector, where rn ∈ {0, 1}, n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N } is a
binary variable indicating whether an instance is related with a rare event (rn = 1) or
not (rn = 0). Note that if an instance is related with a rare event, it means that this
instance has a good chance to contain information about the event. On the contrary,
this instance has no relation with the event. Then the raw data set D is indicated
by r, and is separated into two sets denoted by Xα and Xβ , respectively, where Xα
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represents the data set of all rare-event-related instances and Xβ represents the set
of remaining ones. For each data point xn , there exists a corresponding set of binary
variables znk ∈ {0, 1}, where k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} describes which of the K clusters xn is
assigned to. Thus, if xn is assigned to cluster k , then znk = 1 for j = k , and znj = 0 for

j 6= k . Note that Z is an N × K matrix. In order to distinguish the rare-event-related
and unrelated ones, two more sets of binary indicators αnk and βnk are adopted. Note
that A = {αnj } and B = {βnj }. If xn is a rare-event-related one assigned to cluster

k , then αnk = 1 for j = k ; otherwise, αnj = 0, where j ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} and j 6= k .
Similarly, if xn is a rare-event-unrelated one and it is assigned to cluster k , then

βnk = 1 for j = k ; otherwise, βnj is 0 for j 6= k . Thus, Z = A + B . Next, we dene
an objective function:

J=

K
X

X

||xn − µk ||2

(3.7)

k=1 x∈Ck ,rn =1

It represents the sum of the squares of the distances of each rare-event-related data
point to its corresponding center µk . Our goal is to obtain two sets, i.e., {znk } and

{µk } such that J is minimized. Thus, in our data processing method, we substitute
(3.3) with (3.7). After all rare-event-related instances are assigned into K clusters,
all unrelated ones are assigned into these clusters by nding the shortest distance
between a data point and a center. A rare-event-related data point xn is assigned
into its closest cluster center, and then αnk is computed as:


 1
if rn = 1 and k = argminj ||xn − µj ||2
αnk =

 0
otherwise

(3.8)

Since clustering algorithms focus on only rare-event-related data points, βnk is not
changed. Then Z is updated by Z = A + B . The mean of cluster Ck is computed as:

P
n rn αnk xn
µk = P
n rn αnk
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(3.9)

After clustering is complete, βnk is computed as:


 1
if rn = 0 and k = argminj ||xn − µj ||2
βnk =

 0
otherwise

(3.10)

Meanwhile, Z is updated by Z = A + B . DRRk is computed as:

P
αnk
DRRk = Pn
n znk

(3.11)

where DRRk denotes the DRR of the k -th cluster. The ow chart of proposed data
processing method is given in Figure 3.5. The steps of proposed method are described
as follows. Initially, each instance is labeled by 0 or 1. An instance is labeled as 1

Figure 3.5

Proposed data processing method.

if it is related to the specic rare event; otherwise, it is 0. Then, vector r associated
with binary values is obtained. In this work, a keyword search method is adopted
to distinguish instances. Thus, by searching predened keywords, it identies the
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rare-event-related and unrelated ones from the original dataset. Next, one of the
three following updated clustering algorithms groups the rare event-related ones.

3.3.1

k -means and k -means++ based Data Processing Methods

The k -means based data processing method is given as follows:
1. Randomly generates K clusters and obtain an initial partition;
2. Assign every data point into its nearest cluster by (3.8);
3. Update the cluster centers by using (3.9); and
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until J in (3.7) reaches its minimum value.
Finally, when the clustering is complete, rare-event-unrelated ones can be divided
into K new clusters via (3.10). After that, Z = A + B . Then, DRR is calculated and
obtained via (3.11). Note that Steps 1-4 only focus on rare-event-related instances.
The k -means++ based data processing method is similar to the one based on

k -means. The only dierence is that k -means++ chooses the initial centers with a
probability according to (3.5) [10].

3.3.2

k -MWO based Data Processing Method

The detailed steps of k -MWO based data processing method are given as follows:
1. Initialize NN mussels, i.e., Yi = (yi1 , yi2 , .., yik , ...yiK ) where i ∈ {1, 2, , NN } and

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}.
2. Compute the tness of each mussel by using (3.7). αnk is calculated via (3.8).
Where xn , n ∈ {1, 2, .., N }, is the n-th data point and Ck is the center of the k -th
class and µk is its mean. Yi corresponds to one set of centers U = {µk }, where

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, in (3.7) and (3.8).
3. Obtain the best tness and search the top η% mussels, and then compute the
center yg .
4. Update the position of mussels by calculating each mussel's Levy walk; and then
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0
= yik + li (yg − yik ).
update the mussel's position by yik

5. Calculate the new mussels' tness, search their top η% ones, and update yg ;
6. Check whether the termination criterion is reached or not. If yes, return the best
one; otherwise, go back to Step 4 and continue to the next iteration.
Finally, when the clustering is complete, rare-event-unrelated ones are partitioned
into K new centers via (3.10). After that, Z = A + B . Then, DRR is calculated
and obtained via (3.11). Note that our Levy walk adopts li = γ[1 − λ]−1/(ρ−1) ,
where 1.0 < ρ < 3.0 is a shape parameter. The walk scale factor λ is a positive
real number and is randomly generated from the uniform distribution [0, 1]. In fact,

k -MWO generates some mussels and uses them as centers. Then, its evolutionary
mechanism updates those mussels and searches the best centers that minimize the
objective function.

3.3.3 Time Dierence
The study of time dierence plays a vital role in understanding and revealing the
relationship between the virtual and real worlds in a time domain. It reects the
precedence order between the two worlds. Understanding the time dierence is able
to help broadcast warnings and predict the severity of an event in advance. Thus,
a time dierence is proposed and adopted to evaluate the approach regarding the
hurricane in the time domain. In this work, the time dierence is dened as the
time point associated with the peak of DRR curve minus the time of the arrival of
hurricane. If it is a negative value, it represents that the DRR reaches its peak a
little later than the arrival of hurricane, namely, a lag time dierence. Otherwise, it
is called a lead time dierence, which denotes that the DRR reaches its peak earlier
than the arrival of hurricane. Note that the minimum air pressure and the maximum
wind speed are assumed as the sign of the hurricane's arrival at a given region. Thus,
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their corresponding time points, to be described in Section 3.4, denote the time of
the hurricane's arrival.

3.3.4 Selection of the Number of Clusters
Even though, k -means, k -means++, and k -MWO are dierent, the selection of the
Number of Clusters value is same. In the real world, users usually post more messages
during the daytime and relatively fewer at deep night when very few activities are
ongoing. The intensity of messages thus varies. By using clustering algorithms,
the centers of clusters move towards the high intensity of messages. Hence, centers
should be obtained during the daytime or at earlier night. Then, the cluster count
corresponds to the number of days when the data are collected. However, because
of the impact of rare events, the regularities may be broken, especially for those rare
events that occur at deep night and last for a long time. Thus, determining a proper
the Number of Clusters is dicult. Yet this value should be around the number of
days during which the data are collected.

3.4 Dataset and Experimental Results
This section describes the experimental results, illustrates the feasibility of the
proposed data processing method, and compares our results with the real data
obtained from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). To
evaluate the eectiveness of our proposed data processing method, our experimental
results are compared with the real world meteorological data. Low air pressure and
strong wind speed can represent the arrival of a hurricane [74]. The correlation
coecient, called Kendall's τ , is used to verify the eectiveness of our proposed
method. First, we introduce our social media and meteorological data. Next, we
analyze our experimental results.
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3.4.1 Dataset
Twitter, created and launched in 2006, is a well-known online social media platform
that enables users to post maximum 280-character messages called tweets. In 2016,
there were over 319 million active users monthly. Thus, it provides sucient social
media data that is widely used in various research areas [17, 35, 96, 117]. The data
used in this section focuses on three large cities in the United States as the concerned
regions: the capital of the United StatesWashington D.C.; the global power cityNew
York City (NYC), NY; and a large seaportBaltimore, MD. Those tweets are ltered
by specifying the spatial region and time range. In the spatial domain, the location
of a weather station that is the nearest one to the geographical center of each city
is specied as the center of each city. The buer distances are set to 19.65, 8.72
and 7.51 km for New York City, Baltimore and Washington D.C., respectively, as
same as that in Guan's work [39]. Note that the buer distance represents the real
geographical radius of a city. In the temporal domain, the time period spans from
Oct. 27, 2012, when the storm warning was issued, to Nov. 7, 2012, a week after the
hurricane landed in the specic region.
In total, more than 289,000 tweets were crawled via Twitter's Application
Programming Interface (API). Each tweet has ve columns as features: identier,
geographic coordinates (longitude and latitude), posted time, and contents. Then
keywords are used to dene whether a tweet is related to Hurricane Sandy or not. If
a tweet contains at least one of the following keywords: "Sandy", "hurricane" and
"storm" [39], then we regard it as related to Hurricane Sandy. This step returns
about 27,000 rare-event-related tweets. In order to compute time points conveniently
and consider the time zone, the tweets' posted time is converted into seconds and
all time points are converted into Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Since the dataset
is ltered and retains the tweets posted from Oct. 27 to Nov. 7, 2012, the starting
time is set at 00:00:00, Oct. 27. Two special dates, Oct. 29 and 30, are the dates
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when Hurricane Sandy touched this selected area and a day right after its arrival,
respectively. Then 190,800, 277,200 and 363,600 seconds are used to denote the two
dates.

3.4.2 Experimental Results
The Kendall's τ measures the dierence between two variables and is adopted here to
evaluate the feasibility and eectiveness of proposed methods [16]. Mathematically,
if τ approaching -1 or +1, there is a strong correlation between the two variables;
otherwise, the two variables have less correlation if τ is close to 0. In addition, a p value is companying with each τ value and associated with a hypothesis testing. This
process indicates whether the two variables have a signicant dierence or not. It also
means that even though a τ value is 1, if the p -value is greater than a signicance level
[6], we still need to accept that the two variables do not have any strong correlation.
On the contrary, if a p -value is less than a signicance level, the corresponding τ value
is named as a satised τ value. Normally, the signicance level is 0.05.
In our cases, depending on the posting time of all tweets, they are grouped into

K classes. In the time domain, this helps us analyze the evolution of an event for each
specic city. We select dierent K values and compare their results. Tables 3.1-3.9
give the average and variance of τ values regarding our three specic cities by using
the proposed methods. K values are chosen as 5, 10, 15, 20, and 50. For each city
and each K value, each method is executed 200 times. Then, if τ value is close to -1,
it represents that the experimental results have correlation with the meteorological
data. Then, in Tables I-IX, the satised τ values are put in a bold font. In order
to keep these values simple in the tables, each value uses three numbers only after
the decimal point. In other words, for example, if a value is 0.7001, it is written as
0.700. Note that if it is a value smaller than 0.001, it is written as 0.000. In other
words, it is very small but not necessarily a real value 0. We now show the results
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of experiments obtained versus the changes of the air pressure. For each specic
city, there exists at least one satised τ value that is slightly greater than or less
than -0.6. Even some of them are less than -0.7. Note the τ value greater than -0.6
and less than -0.8 indicates that two variables have moderate correlation. For each
specic city and each clustering algorithm, all highest τ values are obtained when K
equals 10, 15 or 20. For each city, among three clustering algorithm-based methods,
the best satised τ values are obtained by the k -means++ based method, because
its best τ values are less than those of other two methods. The k -MWO-based and

k -means-based methods obtain roughly the same results. In other words, in some
cases, k -MWO-based method performs better than k -means-based one, but in other
cases, k -MWO-based method performs worse than k -means-based one. If we focus on
the comparisons with the variant of wind speed, only a few of τ values are satised
with the constraint that p -value is less than 0.05 and they are much less than the

τ values obtained by air pressure. It concludes that the social media data from the
virtual world has a relationship with meteorological data in a real world. It clearly
means that social media activities are associated with the disaster in the real world.
The k -means++ based method is the best among three compared ones. Due to the
uncertain and random wind speed changes , the relative stable variant of air pressure
is better than wind speed for the comparisons between the virtual world and the real
one.

Table 3.1

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for Washington DC by Using k -means++

K =5
avg.
var
avg.
Wind speed
var
STP

τ

-0.800
0.000
0.527
0.000

p -value
0.083
0.000
0.333
0.000

K =10
τ
-0.732

0.000
0.288
0.020

p -value
0.002
0.000
0.364
0.031

K =15
τ
-0.700

0.001
0.354
0.007
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p -value
0.000
0.000
0.107
0.009

K =20
τ
-0.683

0.000
0.278
0.001

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.105
0.002

K =50
τ
-0.665

0.000

0.362

0.001

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000

Table 3.2

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for NYC by Using k -means++

K =5
avg.
STP
var
avg.
Wind speed
var

τ

-0.800
0.000
0.316
0.000

p -value
0.083
0.000
0.633
0.000

K =10
τ
-0.674

0.000
0.163
0.000

p -value
0.009
0.000
0.584
0.001

K =15
τ
-0.735

0.001
0.260
0.002

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.215
0.005

K =20
τ
-0.742

0.001
0.296
0.005

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.104
0.004

K =50
τ
-0.676

0.000

0.290

0.002

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.010
0.000

Table 3.3

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for Baltimore by Using k -means++

K =5
avg.
STP
var
avg.
Wind speed
var

τ

-0.800
0.000
0.600
0.000

p -value
0.083
0.000
0.233
0.000

K =10
τ
-0.725

0.000
0.419
0.008

p -value
0.003
0.000
0.139
0.005

K =15
τ
-0.657

0.001

0.421

0.003

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.046
0.001

K =20
τ
-0.667

0.000

0.444

0.002

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.000

K =50
τ
-0.597

0.000

0.449

0.001

p -value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3.4

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for Washington DC by Using k -means

avg.
var
avg.
Wind speed
var
Air pressure

K =5
τ

-0.800
0.000
0.748
0.010

K =10
p-value τ

K =15
p-value τ

K =20
p-value τ

K =50
p-value τ

-0.674

-0.630

-0.609

-0.540

0.083
0.000
0.125
0.007

0.001
0.524
0.011

0.007
0.000
0.068
0.005

0.000

0.644

0.009

0.001
0.000
0.004
0.000

0.001

0.664

0.005

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.001

0.568

0.001

p-value

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3.5

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for NYC by Using k -means

avg.
var
avg.
Wind speed
var
Air pressure

K =5
τ

-0.800
0.000
0.280
0.017

K =10
p-value τ

K =15
p-value τ

K =20
p-value τ

K =50
p-value τ

-0.688

-0.685

-0.695

-0.658

0.083
0.000
0.646
0.002

0.005
0.280
0.017

0.007
0.000
0.646
0.002

0.002

0.445

0.004
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0.000
0.000
0.036
0.001

0.002

0.498

0.009

0.000
0.000
0.012
0.001

0.001

0.506

0.002

p-value

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3.6

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for Baltimore by Using k -means

avg.
Air pressure
var
avg.
Wind speed
var

K =5
τ

-0.776
0.004
0.464
0.009

K =10
p-value τ

K =15
p-value τ

K =20
p-value τ

K =50
p-value τ

-0.644

-0.580

-0.600

-0.464

0.101
0.002
0.403
0.014

0.000
0.485
0.005

0.010
0.000
0.078
0.006

0.000

0.457

0.004

0.002
0.000
0.029
0.001

0.000

0.536

0.001

0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000

0.001

0.446

0.002

p-value

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3.7

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for Washington DC by Using k -MWO

avg.
Air pressure
var
avg.
Wind speed
var

K =5
τ

-0.651
0.008
0.458
0.012

K =10
p-value τ

K =15
p-value τ

K =20
p-value τ

K =50
p-value τ

-0.675

-0.674

-0.658

-0.579

0.195
0.004
0.416
0.016

0.002
0.334
0.016

0.008
0.000
0.271
0.034

0.001
0.387
0.012

0.000
0.000
0.095
0.011

0.000
0.341
0.005

0.000
0.000
0.067
0.005

0.001

0.406

0.002

p-value

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3.8

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for NYC by Using k -MWO

avg.
var
avg.
Wind speed
var
Air pressure

K =5
τ

-0.597
0.003
0.257
0.058

K =10
p-value τ

K =15
p-value τ

K =20
p-value τ

K =50
p-value τ

-0.551

-0.588

-0.583

-0.527

0.240
0.003
0.778
0.114

0.004
0.462
0.009

0.036
0.001
0.104
0.008

0.002

0.425

0.005

0.003
0.000
0.049
0.002

0.001

0.449

0.005

0.000
0.000
0.016
0.001

0.001

0.517

0.002

p-value

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3.9

Correlation of Experimental Results with STP and Wind Speed
for Baltimore by Using k -MWO

avg.
var
avg.
Wind speed
var
Air pressure

K =5
τ

-0.792
0.002
0.580
0.006

K =10
p-value τ

K =15
p-value τ

K =20
p-value τ

K =50
p-value τ

-0.709

-0.695

-0.659

-0.583

0.089
0.001
0.261
0.013

0.001
0.406
0.007

0.005
0.000
0.152
0.007

0.000

0.518

0.000
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0.000
0.000
0.010
0.000

0.000

0.456

0.002

0.000
0.000
0.009
0.000

0.000

0.426

0.002

p-value

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Figures. 3.6 and 3.7 show the curves of DRR by using k -means-based method
versus air pressure and wind speed for Washington D.C., respectively. Washington
D.C. is shown here and regarded as an example. For other cities and methods, the
gures are similar. Three black dotted vertical lines distinguish Oct. 29 and 30, 2012,
as two specic dates. Figure 3.6 shows that the air pressure reaches its peak, i.e., the
minimum value, on Oct. 29 when the hurricane touched these cities. Furthermore,
around the time when the hurricane strikes the cities, the air pressure decreases
sharply and then increases. After a short period, the air pressure gradually restores
to a normal status. Its tendency of variation is similar to the curve of DRR we
obtained before. In Figure 3.6, the curve of DRR increases sharply in the beginning,
but then gradually decreases and approaches 0 in a few days after the arrival of the
hurricane. Since many factors, such as the angle of wind, impact the measurement
of wind speed, the speed changes more frequently and sharply than the air pressure.
Figure 3.7 shows that the wind speed changes sharply. The maximum value of wind
speed is found on Oct. 29. At the same time, the maximum DRR values appear on
the same day as well. Clearly, the curves of DRRs and wind speed have the very
similar tendency. In other words, both wind speed and DRR grow from a low value
to its peak sharply, and drop back to a low one gradually.
If we have a close view of Figure 3.6, we discover that a short time dierence
exists between the peak of DRR and the peak of air pressure. Since many rare-eventrelated tweets are posted slightly earlier than the arrival of the hurricane, the short
time dierence is supposed to be derived.
Tables 3.10-3.18 concern the time dierences. We can do the comparisons among
our meteorological data and experimental results. If a τ value is a satised one in
Tables 3.10-3.18 and is less than the corresponding value in Tables 3.1-3.9, they are
put in a bold face. Let us use the comparisons in Tables 3.1 and 3.10 for Washington
D.C. as an example. When K = 15 and the air pressure data is compared with, in
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Figure 3.6

DRR curve vs. air pressure for Washington, D.C.

Figure 3.7

DRR curve vs. wind speed for Washington, D.C.
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Table 3.10

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for Washington D.C. by Using k means++

K =5
τ

p-value

avg.
-0.600 0.233
STP var
0.000 0.000
Time Dierence 18428 s

K =10
τ

p-value

0.000
0.000 0.000

K =15
τ

p-value

0.000
0.002 0.000

K =20
τ

p-value

0.000
0.000 0.000

K =50
τ

p-value

0.000
0.000 0.000

-0.827

-0.810

-0.785

-0.767

34477 s

24934 s

23197 s

27764 s

Table 3.11

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for NYC by Using k -means++

K =5
τ

p-value

avg.
-0.600 0.233
STP var
0.000 0.000
Time Dierence -26504 s

K =10
τ

p-value

0.005
0.000 0.000

K =15
τ

p-value

0.000
0.001 0.000

K =20
τ

p-value

0.000
0.001 0.000

K =50
τ

p-value

0.000
0.000 0.000

-0.688

-0.769

-0.745

-0.684

-2988 s

12575 s

3421 s

2820 s

Table 3.12

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for Baltimore by Using k -means++

K =5
τ

p-value

avg.
-0.601 0.233
STP var
0.000 0.000
Time Dierence 15900 s

K =10
τ

p-value

0.001
0.002 0.000

K =15
τ

p-value

0.000
0.000 0.000

K =20
τ

p-value

0.000
0.001 0.000

K =50
τ

p-value

0.000
0.001 0.000

-0.824

-0.758

-0.747

-0.661

31602 s

20780 s

22456 s

15653 s

Table 3.13

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for Washington D.C. by Using k -means

K=5
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20
K = 50
τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value

avg.
-0.800 0.083 -0.830 0.000 -0.832 0.000 -0.791 0.000 -0.722 0.000
Air pressure var
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.000
Time Dierence 8121 s
24011 s
28305 s
26316 s
25646 s
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Table 3.14

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for NYC by Using k -means

K=5
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20
K = 50
τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value

avg.
-0.614 0.223 -0.732 0.003 -0.704 0.000 -0.704 0.000 -0.675 0.000
Air pressure var
0.003 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.000
Time Dierence -22051 s
8356 s
3244 s
1855 s
3889 s

Table 3.15

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for Baltimore by Using k -means

K=5
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20
K = 50
τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value

avg.
-0.800 0.083 -0.738 0.003 -0.729 0.000 -0.685 0.000 -0.574 0.000
Air pressure var
0.000 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.000
Time Dierence 15142 s
19157 s
24410 s
15264 s
16002 s

Table 3.16

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for Washington D.C. by Using k -MWO

K=5
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20
K = 50
τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value

avg.
-0.657 0.191 -0.787 0.001 -0.735 0.000 -0.737 0.000 -0.681 0.000
Air pressure var
0.008 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.000
Time Dierence 22592 s
34622 s
21917 s
22017 s
25935 s

Table 3.17

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for NYC by Using k -MWO

K=5
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20
K = 50
τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value

avg.
-0.613 0.224 -0.642 0.012 -0.605 0.002 -0.598 0.000 -0.552 0.000
Air pressure var
0.002 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.007 0.000
Time Dierence 2729 s
14580 s
2480 s
2359 s
7264 s
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Table 3.18

Correlation of Time Dierence Considered Experimental
Results with STP and Wind Speed for Baltimore by Using k -MWO

K=5
K = 10
K = 15
K = 20
K = 50
τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value τ
p-value

avg.
-0.659 0.192 -0.792 0.001 -0.714 0.000 -0.730 0.000 -0.656 0.000
Air pressure var
0.011 0.005 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.000
Time Dierence 18500 s
31119 s
11883 s
18449 s
19100 s

Table 3.1, τ is -0.7, and in Table 3.10, it is -0.810, which is less than -0.7. At the
same time, the corresponding p -value of τ , 0.810, is less than 0.05. Then, in Table
3.10, 0.810 is put in a bold font.
As the time dierence dened in Section 3.3.3, it is acceptable only when the

p -value is lower than 0.05. The time dierences put in a bold face denote the
acceptable ones in Tables 3.10-3.18. Note that only air pressure is expressed through
consideration of the unreliability and uncertainties of wind speed. In Tables 3.10-3.18,
most of time dierences are put in the bold face. It represents that most of the time
dierences are acceptable and most of their corresponding τ values are less than
-0.7. In other words, the τ values become low values when the time dierences
are considered. All satised τ values are increased when the time dierences are
considered. Then, we conclude that the time dierence does exist, since it is able
to increase the τ values. In other words, when the time dierence is concerned, the
relation between the virtual world and the real one is much more correlated.
For the three cities, all satised time dierences are greater than 0. It also
represents that the time dierences are lead time ones. The only dierence among
three cities is that their lead time is dierent. The lead time of Baltimore and
Washington D.C. is much greater than that of New York City. As studied in [35],
the people located at dierent communities should have dierent responses. Let us
use Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004 as an example. Due to the tragic memory during
that time, South Asia is more sensitive to tsunami than other continents. Therefore,
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for each specic city, the records of hurricanes in history are investigated. Because
Baltimore is located in Maryland and Washington D.C. is adjacent to Maryland,
the records of the region containing both Maryland and Washington D.C. are used.
Two links, [3] and [4], from Wikipedia uncover the records of hurricanes in history.
Since the year of 1950, the region of Washington D.C. and Maryland have already
been attacked by hurricanes 111 times with 12 of them dened as deadly storms.
New York State has been impacted 61 times since the year of 1950 and 13 of them
were concerned as deadly storms. For both NY and the region of Washington D.C.
and Maryland, the numbers of deadly storms are similar. However, in the region of
Washington D.C. and Maryland, the number of deaths is 61 during the deadly storms.
That number in New York State is 107. The death count in NY is 1.75 times more
than that in the region of Maryland and Washington D.C., but the population of
New York State is triple more than that in the latter. Also, the number of hurricanes
in the region of Maryland and Washington D.C. is 1.82 times more than that in
NY. From this perspective, we conclude that the region of Washington D.C. and
Maryland is more sensitive to hurricanes than NY. It well explains the reason that
both Washington D.C. and Baltimore have longer lead time dierences than NY has.
The reason is that the residents are more sensitive to and need more time in advance
to cope with hurricanes. Thus, during the hurricane, residents in Washington D.C.
and Baltimore intend to post more rare-event-related tweets or alerts much earlier
than the hurricane's arrival. Meanwhile, there is a short lead time dierence in New
York City. Our experimental results reveal that the time dierences between the
virtual world and real one denitely exist. Three clustering algorithms adopted in
our work can obtain the same conclusions and results.
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3.4.3 Comparisons and Impact of the Number of Clusters
Because of uncertainty and rapid changes of wind speed, only the comparisons with
the air pressure are discussed in this section. Tables 3.1-3.9 reect the correlation
that is computed without the concern of time dierence by using three clustering
algorithm-based methods. Overall, the best τ values among three cities are obtained
via k -means++. The three best τ values for Washington D.C., NYC and Baltimore
are given when the number of clusters, K = 10, 20 and 10, respectively. No matter
which method is used, the best τ values are obtained when K = 10, 15 or 20 for three
cities. Thus, the proper range of K is from 10 to 20. In addition, when selecting K
in this range, the τ values change slightly only. However, the cases with K = 5 or
50 result in the unsatised τ values for each city and each method. This implies that
the too few or too many clusters cannot lead to acceptable results for the problem in
this work.
Tables 3.10-3.18 give the correlation that is computed with the consideration
of time dierence. Overall, the best τ values for NYC and Baltimore are obtained
via k -means++. The best τ value for Washington D.C. is given by using k -means,
but k -means++ based method only gives a slightly greater τ value than the k -means
based one. Three best τ values for Washington D.C., NYC and Baltimore are given
when K = 15, 15 and 10, respectively. It reects that the proper range of K from
10 to 20 is acceptable with the consideration of time dierence. In addition, in this
case, no matter which city and which method are concerned, K = 10 or 15 for the
best τ values. Meanwhile, K = 5 gives the unsatised τ values and K = 50 has
the worst satised τ values for each city and each method. The k -means++ based
data processing method performs well, since its τ values reach the smallest value for
most cases. The k -means based method only has the best τ value for Washington
D.C. with the consideration of time dierence. Furthermore, this best τ value is just
slightly less than the τ value obtained via k -means++ based method. The k -MWO
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based method cannot reach the best τ value, and thus it is not good enough. In
conclusion, the experimental results suggest that the number of clusters should be
selected around the number of days during which data are collected. The proposed

k -means++ based data processing method performs the best among all.

3.4.4 Discussion of Adopted Clustering Algorithms
The three clustering algorithms adopted in this work have some dierences. First of
all, k -means clustering algorithm is the basic one. In general, it randomly selects K
initial points as centers, and then it stops when the objective function reaches the local
or global minimum value. Initially, k -MWO randomly selects centers as k -means does.
However, the former utilizes the global optimization ability of mussels wandering
optimization and combines with k -means. That is the reason that k -MWO performs
slightly better than k -means. The initial points selected by k -means++ dier from
the previous two algorithms. It can start from better initial centers. We reveal
that k -means++ is superior to the other two methods. In addition, the intensity of
posted tweets should be high in the daytime, especially at noon or afternoon, and
low at night due to human beings' common habits. Thus, starting from proper initial
centers should be more important to the performance of k -means++. Furthermore,
we study the posted time of tweets and cluster them in the time domain. It means
that the data are clustered at a low dimension. Thus, we obtain a signicant result
that even though k -MWO combines the ability of global optimization and local search,
it does not have superiority over k -means, implying that local search is suitable for
our case. As a result, the selection of proper initial centers is more important than
others like global optimization. k -means++ performs the best among the clustering
algorithms.
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CHAPTER 4
A NOVEL FUZZY LOGIC-BASED TEXT CLASSIFICATION
APPROACH

In the previous chapter, the keyword search method helps one identify the rare-eventrelated and unrelated short texts. Its obvious disadvantage is that it is very sensitive
to select keywords. If they are not well chosen, it is easy to skip many important
rare-event-related instances and may extract some undesired/noisy ones that are not
related. This chapter deals with this issue and contains two main aspects, fuzzy
logic-based text feature extraction and text classication methods. The former one
aims at extracting text features by using a fuzzy logic method. Then, each short-text
is represented by a vector. The latter is to classify the short texts into binary classes.

4.1 Data and Feature Extraction
This section focuses on the research of text data.

First of all, the data are

introduced including data labeling. Next, noisy data, ambiguous words and redundant
information, are pre-processed in the data pre-processing step. At last, a fuzzy-logic
based feature extraction method is described and used to extract seven features for
each short-text.

4.1.1 Dataset Description
Tweets, which are distinct from many other data, usually are short and without any
context. Without such context, dierent people often have dierent interpretations
regarding the meanings of tweets. In this work, we randomly select 2, 000 tweets
from the initial dataset, and they are labeled manually as the ground-truth data.
Therefore, we build a fuzzy logic-based model by using this labeled dataset. Note
that even though there are some auto-labeling methods, such as auto-encoder, they
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tend to produce a good number of errors. In order to guarantee the accuracy of
labeling, we adopt manual labeling.
These 2,000 tweets are labeled by 15 volunteers. Each volunteer gives a score
from 0 to 4. 0 represents that the tweet is extremely not related with our event,
Hurricane Sandy. On the contrary, 4 represents that the tweet is extremely related
with it. 1, 2 and 3 represent low, moderate and high, respectively. Then, the average
of volunteers' scores for each instance represents its nal score. We predene four
relevance classes which are regarded as four datasets, D1 , D2 , D3 , and D4 . They
correspond to irrelevance, low relevance, moderate relevance and high relevance,
respectively. The j th tweet belongs to one of the predened four datasets: j ∈ Di if

i − 1 ≤ Φ(j) < i, where j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2000} denotes the j th tweet and i ∈ {1, 2, 3};
and j ∈ D4 , otherwise. Note that Φ(j) means the average score of the j th tweet that
is given by volunteers.

4.1.2 Data Preprocessing
As a short text message posted online, a tweet has its own formats, structures and
properties. In this subsection, data preprocessing should be done rst. In fact, tweets
are not clean enough for direct and ecient use. They contain Internet slang and
"noise" such as a uniform resource locator (URL). Such information may disturb
the performance of a classication approach and decrease the computational speed.
For instance, a raw tweet, "All systems active! #BucksSandy #Sandy (@ Hurricane
Bunker) http://t.co/y1U0FlYp", has such involved interference information. Pattern
matching provides a way to solve such problem eciently. This method checks a given
sequence of expressions that match the presence of constituents of some patterns.
Usually the matching identies the correct patterns that are contained in a huge
number of given texts [85]. For example, as we know, URL has a xed format
starting with "http://". When "http://" is found by the pattern matching method,
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the information following it is automatically removed until a space is encountered.
Furthermore, a hashtag usually provides some keywords regarding an event, but
it is not t for all messages since about only one-third of the messages contain
hashtags and are often inconsistent [54]. For example, in a tweet, "#sandycantstopme
Don't let her stop you. #oodproof #keepgoing", even if there is no space among
words in hashtags, we can still understand the meanings of these words. But it is
quite dicult and challenging for machines to understand, since, some phrases, e.g.,
"sandycantstopme" is not a correct English word despite people easily understanding
it as "sandy can't stop me". For this situation, we remove all hashtags instead.
Finally, stop words are ltered and each word is converted into the lower case. Usually
these stop words are the most common words in a language. In fact, they are necessary
for some sentences to be grammatically correct or meaningful, such as "the", "this",
"a" and "on", but are rarely useful or meaningful. They may appear repeatedly in
sentences and carry redundant and often no meaningful information. If we count the
most common words in a corpus without removing stop words, "the", as an example,
is obviously ranked as the top ones among all. Thus, we lter stop words. In addition,
transforming words into the lower case helps us guarantee that all words are of the
same format, since a computer may treat the same word, but under lower and upper
cases, as two dierent ones. Hence, for example, "STORM" and "Storm" are regarded
as a same word after every capital letter is converted into the lower-case one.

4.1.3 Feature Extraction
Computers cannot cognize the meanings of words and sentences directly. Thus,
researchers aim at converting those words and sentences into numerical values for
feature extraction. There are several methods such as the bag-of-word and TF-IDF
[112]. Most of them focus on the word frequency. If some messages are talking about
the same topics, they may contain common or similar semantic words. For instance,
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in an airport, "time", "arrival" and "airline" are more repeatedly mentioned than
"bids" and "price" that should appear in an auction scenario. Taking a word with
frequent appearance into consideration, we pick up the tweets belonging to D2 , D3
and D4 from the training dataset and acquire top 50 most frequently used words.
Note that D2 , D3 and D4 respectively describe low relevance, moderate relevance and
high relevance. For word i, its word importance is denoted by αi and is dened as:

αi = Pi /Qi × 100%

(4.1)

where Pi is the number of word i that appears in the tweets that belong to D2 , D3
and D4 ; Qi decides the number of word i that appears in all the tweets; αi is a
percentage that represents the importance of word i. Generally, the larger αi , the
more important word i. Then, we sort all the most frequently used words according
to αi from the highest to the lowest in a key list L. Then we split it equally into
three subsets represented by L1 , L2 and L3 with dierent relevant weights θ1 , θ2 and

θ3 , respectively, where L = L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 . Then, the similarity between a word in
a tweet and one in the key list L is calculated by using a similarity function in [5].
A similarity evaluation process is dened as a mathematical operator: ⊗. Given a
tweet containing n words, Ti , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, denotes the ith word in the tweet. Wk ,

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 50}, denotes the k th word in the key list L. The highest one among
the similarity scores is used to represent Ti 's score. Thus, the similarity score of Ti is
calculated as follows:

Si = max (ωk × Ti ⊗ Wk ), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
1≤k≤50

where




θ1



ωk =
θ2




 θ3

(4.2)

if k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 15}
if k ∈ {16, 17, ..., 31}
otherwise
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(4.3)

Si is a basic value. Next, six features are extracted from each tweet individually
and are used to build our proposed fuzzy logic-based model. The descriptions and
denitions of feature extraction approaches are given next.
1. The highest word score in the j th tweet (Hj )

Hj = max Si
1≤i≤n

(4.4)

where Hj represents the largest word's score in the j th tweet. It adopts the word
with the highest score to represent the tweet's score. If a word has a higher score, it
is more possibly related with the event. A tweet with such word is potentially related
with the event.
2. The score of the j th tweet (Fj )

Fj =

n
X

Si

(4.5)

i=1

where Fj denotes a score of the j th tweet that is an accumulation of all words' scores
in a tweet. (4.5) uses the sum of the score of each word to represent the score of a
tweet. If there are more words with high scores, this tweet should have a high score.
Then, this tweet must be relevant to the event.
3. The number of frequently-used words in the j th tweet (Ij )

Ij , as the third feature, indicates that the number of words in the j th tweet is
the same as those in the key list L. Note that L is derived from all training tweets and
contains all the most frequently-used words. This feature counts the number of key
words in a tweet. It is obvious that the more the key words in it, the more relevant
this tweet is to the event.
4. The weight of the j th tweet (Gj )

Gj =
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Fj
Nj

(4.6)

where Nj is the number of words in the j th tweet and Fj denotes a score of the j th
tweet.
5. The weight of frequently-used words in the j th tweet (Ej )

Ej =

Ij
Nj

(4.7)

where Ej decides the proportion of the frequently-used words to all the words in a
tweet. It takes the number of words, Nj , in a tweet into consideration. A tweet that
is very long and has some keywords may not be more relevant to an event than a very
short tweet with a few event-related key words. In other words, the larger Ej means
that the tweet has more useful information.
6. The number of patterns in the j th tweet (Vj )
Some useful combinations of words may easily be ignored when each of them is
concerned separately. For example, "no power", "power o" and "no school" are more
informative than a single word like "no" or "power" alone. Then, Vj describes the
corresponding pattern count in a tweet. It obviously denotes that the more patterns
it has, the more relevant to the event it is.

4.2 Fuzzy Logic-Based Text Classication Method
In this section, a fuzzy logic-based model is proposed as shown in Figure 4.1. We
use seven features, including the number of words in a tweet, extracted and dened
in Section 4.1.3 as inputs for the proposed model. Fuzzication is a step that maps
the crisp or real inputs to fuzzy sets by using membership functions. In this work,
we utilize the simple and commonly used trapezoidal-shaped membership function.
Inference is a process that is combined with multiple rules and maps a given input to
an output. Here we use IF-THEN fuzzy rules to convert the fuzzy input to output.
Rules are a set of linguistic statements derived from human expert knowledge and
empirical rules. Many defuzzication methods are introduced in [42, 66, 71]. This
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work uses ve methods, centroid, bisector, mean of maximum (MOM), smallest of
maximum (SOM) and largest of maximum (LOM) [42]. R, representing the output,
is a single value defuzzied and obtained from an aggregate fuzzy set containing a
group of output values.

Figure 4.1

The framework of using a fuzzy logic-based model.

4.2.1 Parameters Selection
The parameter ranges of seven inputs and an output are shown in Table 4.1. Note
that they are set by using empirical knowledge. For example, the highest word score,

H , has ve degrees as given in Table 4.1, i.e., very low, low, moderate, high and
very high degrees when H falls into [0, 0.35], [0.15, 0.45], [0.25, 0.55], [0.4, 0.7] and
[0.6, 0.1], respectively. H 's high degree means that its corresponding tweet is highly
relevant to the event.

4.2.2 Fuzzy Rules
In this work, we adopt IF-THEN statements to formulate our fuzzy rules. Each
IF-THEN statement corresponds to a fuzzy rule and contains a condition or several
conditions and a conclusion. The rules are designed and fall into four categories:
high relevance, moderate relevance, low relevance, and irrelevance. In order to make
a further illustration, some rules as examples are listed as follows:

R1 . If H is high or very high, and I is high, then R is regarded as high relevance.
A high word score and many frequently-used words in a tweet infer its high
relevance to the event.
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Table 4.1

Input and Output Parameters

Variable Linguistic Variables Range Linguistic Value
Very Low
Low
H
0-1
Moderate
High
Very High
Very Low
Low
F
0-20 Moderate
High
Very High
Short
N
0-20 Moderate
Long
Input
Low
I
0-8
Moderate
High
Very Low
Low
G
0-1
Moderate
High
Very High
Low
E
0-1
Moderate
High
Low
V
0-10 Moderate
High
Irrelevance
Low Relevance
Output
R
0-100
Moderate Relevance
High Relevance
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Parameter
0-0.35
0.15-0.45
0.25-0.55
0.4-0.7
0.6-1
0-3.5
2-8
5-11
8-14
11-20
0-8
5-15
12-20
0-3
2-6
4-8
0-0.25
0-0.38
0.3-0.6
0.55-0.7
0.65-1
0-4
3-7
6-10
0-4
3-7
6-10
0-40
30-65
50-85
75-100

R2 . If H is moderate and G is moderate, then R is regarded as moderate relevance.
A tweet is regarded as the moderate relevance to the event when both its word
score and weight are moderate.

R3 . If E is low or moderate, and G is low, then R is regarded as low relevance.
The low weight of a tweet and the low weight of the frequently-used words
indicate that there are few important key words. Thus it is a low relevant tweet.

R4 . If H is very low and M is long, then R is regarded as irrelevance.
A tweet is an irrelevant one if there are no words that are closely related to the
event in it.
The rst category, high relevance, contains those tweets highly related to the
event. It needs that the variables have higher value or shorter length, as required
in, for example, R1 . The second category, moderate relevance, includes a tweet with
moderate linguistic values, such as those satisfying the conditions in R2 . The third
category, low relevance, may have some variables that are moderate, but some are
low, such as those satisfying the conditions in R3 . These kinds of tweets cannot be
regarded as moderately relevant, rather belong to the low relevance category. The
last category, irrelevance, has those tweets that do not belong to any other three
categories, such as those satisfying the conditions in R4 . Usually, tweets in the last
category have either too low linguistic values or are relatively too long. Note that
if a tweet is too long with low linguistic values, this tweet contains little or minimal
information about the event. Thus, the tweet can be regarded as an irrelevant one.
Accordingly, we establish 25 rules. The four categories, i.e., high relevance,
moderate relevance, low relevance and irrelevance, have seven, eight, three and seven
rules, respectively.
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4.2.3 Defuzzication Methods
We adopt centroid, bisector, MOM, SOM and LOM as our defuzzication methods,
which are widely used [66, 71]. The centroid defuzzication method is dened as the
center of gravity or center of a defuzzication area. The bisector method utilizes
a vertical line that divides the region into two equal sub-regions. Note that the
centroid and bisector can sometimes be coincident. It depends on the shape of an
aggregate membership function [71]. MOM selects the mean value of the maximum
membership function. SOM chooses the smallest value of the maximum membership
function [71]. Similarly, LOM corresponds to the largest value of the maximum
membership function. MOM, SOM and LOM focus on the maximum value assumed
by the aggregate member function. Note that if the aggregate membership function
has a unique maximum, then these three defuzzication methods all take the same
value. The performance of these methods is discussed in the next section based on
experimental results.

4.2.4 Evaluation Metrics
This section describes some evaluation metrics that are suitable to evaluate the
eectiveness of our proposed method. A confusion matrix given in Table 4.2 is
utilized to determine the performance of a binary classication method [30]. True
positive (TP) represents that the number of instances that are positive and classied
as positive; false negative (FN) denotes that the number of instances that are positive
but classied as negative; false positive (FP) indicates that the number of instances
that are negative but classied as positive; true negative (TN) represents that the
number of instances that are negative and classied as negative.
Since our work aims at nding the instances that are correctly classied into
the rare-event relevant class or irrelevant one separately, a precision value and a
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Table 4.2

Confusion Matrix

Actual Positive Actual Negative

TP
FN

Predicted Positive
Predicted Negative

FP
TN

negative predictive value (NPV) are adopted. In this work, the former one reects
the correctness rate that the relevant tweets are correctly classied into the relevant
class. If it is high, more relevant ones are properly classied into the right class, i.e.,
relevant class. Otherwise, some relevant ones are not properly classied into the right
class. Similarly, NPV indicates the correctness rate that the irrelevant tweets that
are correctly classied into the irrelevant class. If it is high, more irrelevant ones
are correctly classied. Otherwise, some irrelevant ones are not correctly classied.
precision and NPV are computed as follows:

precision =

NP V =

TP
TP + FP

TN
TN + FN

(4.8)

(4.9)

Additionally, in order to compare the eectiveness of two dierent methods, a change
rate λ is introduced to describe that a method can exploit more or less information
than another method, which is dened as:

λ=

xα − xβ
xβ

(4.10)

where xα represents the number of instances that are correctly classied into the
right class by using a new method α, and xβ denotes the number of instances that
are correctly classied into the right class through an older or baseline method

β.

In general, more correctly extracted instances are useful to obtain more

rare-event-related information.

For example, in [16, 20, 63], a keyword search is

adopted to extract some instances that contain the keywords, such as hurricane and
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Sandy. If some instances do not have any keywords as mentioned above, and talk
about trees' falling down or power outage, they are not classied as Sandy-related
ones.

However, these instances are useful, because they provide some specic

information about real phenomena caused by Sandy in this particular context. The
change rate is an important metric, since the more event-related instances provide
more information that can be further used in the studies for event analysis, such
as [16, 19, 24, 39, 56, 59, 88]. If λ is positive, it represents that method α extracts more
instances than method β . Otherwise, method α extracts fewer instances than method

β.

4.3 Experimental Results
This section shows the experimental results and illustrates the feasibility and
performance of the proposed classication method. The results are further compared
with the keyword search method adopted in [16, 39, 63]. Five defuzzication methods
are adopted and compared. Our case study focuses on Hurricane Sandy, 2012, which is
investigated in [16,39,63] as well. We aim at determining whether a tweet is related to
Hurricane Sandy or not. We convert this problem into a binary classication problem.

4.3.1 Dataset
Hurricane Sandy in the year of 2012 is among the deadliest and most destructive
hurricanes. It landed in the northeast of the United States on Oct. 29, hit New
York City and New Jersey with severe damages, and aected 24 states, including
the entire eastern coast from Florida to Maine. Streets were ooded, power was cut
o, and subway lines were suspended. The damages resulted in the loss of nearly 70
billion US dollars [2]. With the help of Twitter's API, we randomly pick up 2,000
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tweets with their posted time during the period from Oct. 27, 2012 to Nov. 7,
2012. In this work, tweets related to Hurricane Sandy are called relevant ones for
short. Similarly, those are not related to Hurricane Sandy are called irrelevant ones.
The ratio between relevant and irrelevant ones is around 1:3 based on our subjective
judgment. This operation is used to control and reduce the impact of large imbalance
ratio. These 2,000 tweets are randomly divided into two parts, one for training and
one for testing, with the consideration of the ratio between relevant and irrelevant
tweets. The training data has 1,600 instances and the test data consists of 400. In
order to avoid the occasionality of results, we randomly generate ve datasets with
the index from 1 to 5.

4.3.2 Comparisons of Dierent Defuzzication Methods
Table 4.3 gives the results obtained by dierent defuzzication methods for ve
randomly generated datasets. Table 4.3 gives the averages of their precision values,
NPVs, and ROC AUCs by using ve dierent defuzzication methods. Note that
ROC AUC is abbreviated from the area under curve (AUC) of a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve.

In fact, ROC is a graphical plot that reects the

performance of a binary classication approach. The ROC AUC, called as AUC for
short, is a regularly used metric to verify the performance of a binary classication
method. Our proposed method classies the instances into two classes, i.e., a relevant
one and an irrelevant one. In Table 4.3, the highest precision values and NPVs are
put in a bold face. The centroid method is good at classifying the relevant ones,
because its precision value is higher than the results obtained by other methods for
both training and test data. Furthermore, using the centroid method, AUC is the
highest among all defuzzication methods. Accordingly, the bisector method is the
second best one, since it leads to the second highest precision value and AUC among
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all defuzzication methods. The highest NPV is given by using the LOM method,
but it has the worst performance for the relevant class. We thus conclude that the
centroid method is t for classifying the relevant class and the LOM method is good
at classifying the irrelevant class. In fact, it is a tradeo between the relevant class
and irrelevant one. If we want to obtain higher precision value, NPV is sacriced,
because some equivocal instances are classied into irrelevant ones.

Table 4.3

Binary Classication Problem by Using the Fuzzy Logic Based
Classication Method with Multiple Defuzzication Methods

Method

Evaluation metrics
precision
Bisector
NPV
AUC
precision
Centroid
NPV
AUC
precision
Largest of Maximum (LOM) NPV
AUC
precision
Mean of Maximum (MOM)
NPV
AUC
precision
Smallest of Maximum (SOM) NPV
AUC

Training data
0.8932
0.9478
0.9735

Test data
0.9020
0.9465
0.9774

0.9011

0.9160

0.9342

0.9292

0.9746

0.9782

0.8004

0.7977

0.9898

0.9898

0.9622
0.8705
0.9421
0.9672
0.8805
0.9287
0.9001

0.9644
0.8824
0.9406
0.9688
0.8962
0.9288
0.8998

4.3.3 Comparison with Keyword Search Method
A keyword search method is widely adopted in [25,39,63] to extract Hurricane Sandy
relevant tweets from the original dataset. Its advantage is that it obtains highly
relevant tweets eectively and accurately. However, because of the limitation of the
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keyword list, its disadvantages are clear, i.e., a) it is unable to extract all relevant
tweets completely and b) it is highly sensitive to the selection of keywords.
With the consideration of both quantity, precision value and NPV of obtained
relevant tweets, comparisons between the proposed fuzzy logic-based method and the
keyword search one are conducted. In the experiment, the latter uses the keywords as
same as that in [63]. Table 4.4 shows the comparative analysis of quantity, precision
value and NPV. The same ve datasets adopted in the previous section are employed.
In Table 4.4, the rst column corresponds to the index of the ve datasets. All the
evaluation metrics given in the table rely on the test data.
In Table 4.3, because the centroid has a good performance on AUCs and the
classication for relevant class, and LOM is good at distinguishing the irrelevant class,
we adopt both to compare with the keyword search method. Then, the defuzzication
methods adopted are LOM and centroid in Table 4.4. In the table, the keyword search
method is good at dealing with relevant tweets because it selects the relevant ones
properly. It makes sense since the keyword search method species those keywords
that are obviously related with Hurricane Sandy.
The proposed fuzzy logic-based with LOM defuzzication method performs well
for the classication of irrelevant ones. However, the keyword search method is the
worst one for this case. In fact, the keyword search method has a limit keyword list.
The keywords that are not included in some tweets are regarded as irrelevant ones. As
we aforementioned, some tweets do describe the phenomena during Hurricane Sandy,
but they do not have the keywords in the list. This reason leads a few relevant tweets
to an incorrect class.
In Table 4.4, for all ve datasets, the fuzzy logic-based method with the centroid
defuzzication gives the best AUC and the keyword search method is the worst. It
concludes that our proposed method performs better on the binary classication
problem than the keyword search method.
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In addition, the more relevant tweets that are precisely extracted, the more
information we can obtain. There are tweets that are associated with the phenomena
and reect real statuses of human life. They cannot be treated as irrelevant and
are thus ignored, especially for studies [19] and [25] that analyze the changes and
evolution of awareness and moods when an event and its related activities are ongoing.
Thus, extracting and mining more relevant tweets is useful and necessary. Note that
those relevant tweets mentioned here are not only classied into the relevant class,
but also are true relevant ones that are given by labeling. In Table 4.4, no matter
which the defuzzication method is adopted, all methods are compared with the
keyword search method. In other words, λ is obtained between a fuzzy logic-based
method with dierent defuzzication methods and the keyword search one. In Table
4.4, the fuzzy logic-based method with LOM defuzzication is the best one. It can
extract about 30% more relevant tweets than the keyword search method. Except
the second dataset, the fuzzy logic-based method with the centroid defuzzication
performs better than the keyword search method. Note that for the second dataset,

λ is -0.0241, which is negative. It means that the fuzzy logic-based method with the
centroid defuzzication extracts 2.41% less relevant tweets than the keyword search
method does.
Table 4.5 gives more experimental results about precision change versus λ.
Positive and negative changes denote a precision value of our method is increased
and decreased in comparison of the keyword search method, respectively. Clearly, a
positive change means that our method has higher precision than the keyword search
one and vice versa. If λ>0, it represents that the fuzzy-logic-based method extracts
more valuable tweets than the keyword-based one. Otherwise, the former extracts less
valuable tweets than the latter. If λ is higher than the precision deterioration, it means
that our method extracts more valuable tweets with a small precision deterioration
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Table 4.4

Comparison Results of Keyword Search Method and Fuzzy Logic-Based
Method with the Centroid or LOM

Data Method
Defuzzication method
Keyword search
/
1
Centroid
Fuzzy logic-based
LOM
Keyword search
/
2
Centroid
Fuzzy logic-based
LOM
Keyword search
/
3
Centroid
Fuzzy logic-based
LOM
Keyword search
/
4
Centroid
Fuzzy logic-based
LOM
Keyword search
/
5
Centroid
Fuzzy logic-based
LOM

precision NPV
0.9324
0.8926
0.8817
0.9283
0.7615
0.9815
0.9639
0.9243
0.8804
0.9253
0.7803
0.9963
0.9733
0.9046
0.9362
0.9477
0.7907
0.9926
0.9863
0.9021
0.9412
0.9238
0.8417
0.9893
0.9730
0.9018
0.9405
0.9209
0.8145
0.9891

AUC
0.8558
0.9666

0.9435
0.8990
0.9822

0.9649
0.8606
0.9829

0.9745
0.8510
0.9772

0.9690
0.8558
0.9819

0.9698

λ

/
0.1081
0.3378

/
-0.0241
0.2410

/
0.1733
0.3600

/
0.0959
0.3836

/
0.0676
0.3649

and is put in a bold font. In Table 4.5, it is obvious that more valuable tweets are
extracted with a small precision deterioration with the our method.
Generally, when comparing all ve datasets, our proposed method can extract
more relevant tweets than the keyword search method. Both the proposed method
and the keyword search are implemented in Python. The average execution time
of our proposed method, including training and testing processes, is 45.56 seconds.
The keyword search method adopts the keyword list which does not need a training
process. Its average execution time is 0.024 seconds. The adopted CUP is Intel Core
i7-5500U @2.4GHz with an 8 GB RAM.
In conclusion, the keyword search method gives a better precision value.
However, the proposed fuzzy logic-based method obtains greater AUC and a higher
NPV than that by the keyword search method. This concludes that the proposed
fuzzy logic-based method performs better than a keyword search method when dealing
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Table 4.5

Comparison Results of Keyword Search Method and Fuzzy Logic-Based
Method with the Centroid or LOM in Percentage

Data Defuzzication method precision change λ
1
Centroid
-5.07%
10.81%
LOM
-17.09%
33.78%
2
Centroid
-8.35%
-2.41%
LOM
-18.36%
24.10%
3
Centroid
-3.71%
17.33%
LOM
-18.26%
36.00%
4
Centroid
-4.51%
9.59%
LOM
-14.46%
38.36%
5
Centroid
-3.25%
6.76%
LOM
-15.85%
36.49%
with the binary-classication problem. We claim that our method performs well on
a research context, where a high number of relevant tweets are highly desired for the
analysis stage, such as [16, 25, 39, 64]. High quantity, precision value and NPV, can
guarantee more informative and useful data. However, the keyword list is predened
as a study in [39] and performs well. Those words adopted in the list quite frequently
appear for this specic rare event. The keyword search method still has a space for
improvement, if more specic words are added. But nding the specic proper words
is a challenging issue as they tend to t a particular case only.

4.3.4 Feature Extraction Comparisons with Word2Vec
As aforementioned, our proposed fuzzy logic-based method contains two steps:
extracting features and classication.

In this subsection, we compare our fuzzy

logic-based feature extraction method with Word2Vec, which has been widely studied
in recent years.

By using Word2Vec, each word is given a vector with a high

dimension. Then, we use the same way in [79] to generate the vector for each tweet.
Thus, each tweet is represented by a vector. A classic k -means++ clustering algorithm
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is used to classify them into two classes. Google's pre-trained word2vec model contains
100 billion words from a Google news dataset and each word corresponds to 300
features. It provides a vector for each word. The comparison is given in Table
4.6. Our fuzzy logic-based feature extraction method combined with k -means++ is
superior to the combination of word2vec and k -means++. It denotes that our feature
extraction method is more eective.
Table 4.7 shows the comparison among multiple methods. Because the proposed
fuzzy logic-based method with the centroid defuzzication method performs the best
in terms of AUC from Table 4.4, we choose the centroid defuzzication as the
defuzzication method in Table 4.7 as well. The best AUCs are put in the bold
font in Table 4.7. It is clear that our fuzzy logic-based method outperforms others in
both training and test data.

Table 4.6

ROC AUC Comparisons between Word2Vec+k -means and Fuzzy-based
Feature Extraction Method+k -means

Data
1
2
3
4
5

Word2Vec+k -means++
Training data
Accuracy ROC AUC
0.5031
0.6328
0.5243
0.6134
0.5131
0.6403
0.5125
0.6343
0.5144
0.6395

Table 4.7
1
2
3
4
5

Test data
Accuracy
0.5025
0.5575
0.515
0.505
0.5175

ROC AUC
0.6420
0.6823
0.6318
0.6437
0.6192

Fuzzy-based feature extraction method +k -means++
Training data
Test data
Accuracy ROC AUC Accuracy ROC AUC
0.9419

0.9008

0.9275

0.8793

0.9363

0.8931

0.95

0.9101

0.9356

0.8903

0.9475

0.9084

0.9369

0.8935

0.9475

0.9084

0.9375

0.8963

0.945

0.8973

ROC AUC Comparisons among Multiple Methods

Word2Vec+k -means++
Training data Test data
0.6328
0.6420
0.6134
0.6823
0.6403
0.6318
0.6343
0.6437
0.6395
0.6192

Fuzzy-based feature extraction method + k -means++ Fuzzy logic-based method (Centroid)
Training data Test data
Training data Test data
0.9008
0.8793
0.9772
0.9666
0.8931
0.9101
0.9704
0.9822
0.8903
0.9084
0.9779
0.9829
0.8935
0.9084
0.9747
0.9772
0.8963
0.8973
0.9729
0.9819
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Keyword search method
Training data Test data
0.8729
0.8558
0.8620
0.8990
0.8717
0.8606
0.8741
0.8510
0.8729
0.8558

CHAPTER 5
GROUND TRUTH INFERENCE ALGORITHMS BASED ON
MANUALLY LABELED SOCIAL MEDIA DATA

In the previous chapter, we assume that the manually given labels from the labelers
represent the ground truth. However, they may not be entirely correct, since the
labels are created with their subjective judgment. Thus, this is a no-ground-truth
problem. In order to conquer this issue, we adopt ground truth inference algorithms
to deduce the ground-truth of short-texts in this chapter. Based on the comparative
study of four algorithms, the simplicity and high execution speed are the advantages
of majority voting (MV). Then, we propose an adaptive majority voting (Adaptive
MV) extended from MV. The rest of section is organized as follows. First of all, the no
ground truth problem is stated. Then, four algorithms, MV [111], generative models
of labels, abilities and diculties (GLAD) [99], positive label frequency threshold
(PLAT) [110], and ground-truth inference using clustering (GTIC) [109], are selected
and compared.

Next, the evaluation metrics and experimental results show the

performance of the algorithms. Lastly, the Adaptive MV algorithm is proposed and
is compared with the conventional MV algorithm and the best among GLAD, PLAT,
and GTIC on real world datasets.

5.1 Problem Statement
For a crowdsourcing system, a sample set is dened as E = {ei }N
i=1 , where N denotes

l

the number of tasks. Each example is given as ei =< i , ybi >, where

l

i

is the feature

vector and ybi ∈ {0, 1} is the estimated label associated with the ith task. A vector

Yb = {ybi }N
i=1 corresponds to the estimated ground truth for E . The feature vector
dened as

l

i

l

i

is

= {li,j }R
j=1 , where R represents the number of labelers and li,j ∈ {0, 1}.

Note that 0 and 1 indicate that a task belongs to two dierent classes, i.e., negative
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and positive classes. In our case, 0 and 1 identify whether a short-text is unrelated

l

or related to a rare event, respectively. Matrix L = { i }N
i=1 with dimension N × R
contains all labels, i.e., N × R labels, which are given by R labelers. In order to
compare the performance of algorithms, the ground truth or true label is represented
as yi for each task. The ground truth vector is dened as Y = {yi }N
i=1 for N tasks.
Then, our objective is to obtain an estimated ybi for each task i as its estimated ground
truth, and to minimize the empirical risk as follows:
N
1 X
Γ=
I(ybi 6= yi )
N i=1

(5.1)

where I is an indicator function whose output is 1 if the test condition is true, or
satised. Otherwise, its output is 0. In other words, for each task, if ybi 6= yi , I = 1;
otherwise, I = 0.

5.2 Ground Truth Inference Algorithms
In this section, four adopted ground truth inference algorithms, MV, GLAD, PLAT,
and GTIC, are described in detail. The reasons for selecting them are discussed as
follows.
1) MV is a basic algorithm, and its simplicity and eectiveness are its clear advantages.
It has been adopted in many studies [26, 57, 99] as a baseline method.
2) GLAD was proposed in 2009 and is a classical EM-based algorithm. With both
the reliability of the labeler and the diculty of the example considered, it is superior
to the other EM-based algorithms.
3) Both PLAT and GTIC are two novel algorithms and are veried to perform better
than MV and GLAD on noisy labels.
4) Both PLAT and GTIC take the biased labeling issue into consideration.

In

addition, our datasets are imbalanced, i.e., there are more event-unrelated messages
than related ones.
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5.2.1 Majority Voting (MV)
For binary classication problems, a common majority voting strategy is as follows:


P

1 if 1 R
li,j ≥ 0.5,
R j=1
ybi =
(5.2)


0 otherwise.
For each instance, MV counts the proportion of positive and negative labels,
i.e., 1 and 0. In other words, if the number of positive labels is greater than that of
negative ones, MV returns a positive label; otherwise, a negative one. MV is simple,
and it is eective in many cases. The studies [110] and [84] dene a labeling quality
for a labeler and the labeling quality for the j -th labeler is given as follows:
N
1 X
pj =
I(li,j = yi )
N i=1

It represents the percentage that the labels given by the j -th labeler,

(5.3)

l

j

= {li,j }N
i=1 ,

match the ground truth, Y . If it is high, the corresponding labeler is a good labeler
and thus provides good quality labels for tweets. Otherwise, this labeler does not label
well. An integrated labeling quality indicates the percentage of integrated labels that
match the ground truth. Every labeler is assumed to have the same labeling quality.
The integrated labeling quality can be computed by using the Bernoulli model as
follows:

q=

2N
+1
X





 2N + 1  i
2N +1−i

p (1 − p)
i
i=N +1

(5.4)

where q represents the integrated labeling quality and p is the labeling quality of a
labeler. If p is not less than 0.5, then q approaches to 1 as the number of labelers
increases. Figure 5.1 shows the integrated labeling quality versus the number of
labelers when dierent p's are given.
However, the disadvantage of the Bernoulli model is that not all labelers are
equally good so their labeling qualities are dierent. In some particular cases, if there
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Figure 5.1

Bernoulli model when the labeling quality varies.

is only one qualied labeler and many novices, then the integrated labels are partial
to the novices and may gain unexpected/undesired results. In general, the integrated
labeling quality when all labeling qualities of labelers are not the same is given as
follows:

q=

R−1 R
2X
Y

pj σj (1 − pj )1−σj

(5.5)

k=1 j=1

where pj is the labeling quality of the j -th labeler. σj is an indicator. If the j th labeler gives a correct label, it is 1. Otherwise, it is 0. In the cases with R
labelers and dierent labeling qualities, the probability of giving a correct label is
R
Q
pj σj (1 − pj )1−σj . In addition, there are two results that a labeler for a task, either
j=1

correctly giving a label, σj = 1 or incorrectly giving a label, σj = 0. Thus, there
are 2R possible cases given by R labelers. If MV is followed, we need to have no less
than a half number of labelers that provide correct labels. Thus, there are 2(R−1)
R
P
R
cases that satisfy the requirement,
σj > . Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the changes
2
j=1
of integrated labeling quality versus the number of noisy labelers. Note that noisy
labelers represent those that have low labeling qualities. Examples are given in Figures
5.2 and 5.3, which these gures show the scenarios with dierent labeling qualities.
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In order to simplify the scenarios, we assume that there are two kinds of labeling
qualities for labelers, ph and pl . They denote the high and low labeling qualities,
respectively. When there are more noisy labelers, the integrated labeling quality is
reduced due to the incorrect labels given by the noisy labelers. In Figure 5.2, we
see that the smaller pl , the more sharp the curve. In Figure 5.3, we see that as

ph decreases, the curve quickly declines. Many studies, such as [50], investigate the
strategy that allocates dierent weights to dierent labels.

Figure 5.2

Integrated labeling quality versus the number of noisy labelers when
ph = 0.9 and pl ∈ {0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1}.

5.2.2 Generative Models of Labels, Abilities and Diculties (GLAD)
Whitehill et al. [99] formulate a probabilistic model of the labeling process with two
parameters, the diculty of task and the expertise of labeler, thus leading to GLAD.
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Figure 5.3

Integrated labeling quality versus the number of noisy labelers when
ph ∈ {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6} varies and pl = 0.2.
The former represents the diculty level while labeling a task. The diculty here
does not mean that a task is dicult. Instead, because some texts are ambiguous and
labelers may be confused, the diculty of a task is extended to whether identifying
a task is hard. The diculty of task i is dened as 1/βi ∈ (0, +∞). 1/βi → +∞
means that the task is very ambiguous and even the most procient labeler has a

50% chance of labeling it incorrectly. On the contrary, 1/βi → 0 represents that the
task is very easy to label, i.e., an obtuse labeler can label it 100% correctly. The
expertise of labeler j is modeled by the parameter αj ∈ (−∞, +∞). If αj approaches

+∞, it means that the labeler always labels tasks correctly. If αj decreases to −∞,
the labeler always makes incorrect decisions. Finally, αj = 0 means that the labeler
cannot determine two classes.
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The label given by labeler j to task i is denoted as lij and is generated by a
sigmoid function as follows:

p(lij = ybi |αj , βi ) =

1
1 + e−αj βi

(5.6)

In this model, the observed labels are sampled from random variables {lij }. The
unobserved variables are the estimated labels ybi , the labeler's ability αj , and the
diculty of task 1/βi . The goal is to search for the most probable values of unobserved
N
variable Yb , α , and β via the given observed data. Note that Yb = {ybi }N
i=1 , α = {αi }i=1 ,

and β = {βj }R
j=1 . Then, an Expectation-Maximization approach (EM) is adopted to
obtain the maximum likelihood and to estimate the parameters. In the E-step, the
posterior probability of all ybi ∈ {0, 1} given α and β is as follows:

p(ybi |ll , α , βi ) = p(ybi |ll i , α , βi )
Y
∝ p(ybi )
p(lij |ybi , αj , βi )

(5.7)

j

α, βi ) = p(ybi ), we
By using the conditional independence assumptions, i.e. p(ybi |α
α, βi ) as p(ybi ) in (5.7). In the M-step, the auxiliary function Q is
can simplify p(ybi |α
dened as the expectation of joint log-likelihood of the observed and hidden variables

l and Yb , respectively, given α and β . The function Q is given as follows:
α, β ) = E[ln p(ll , Yb |α
α, β )]
Q(α
h Y
i
Y
= E ln
p(ybi )
p(lij |ybi , αj , βi )
i

=

X

j

E[ln p(ybi )] +

i

X

(5.8)

E[ln p(lij |ybi , αj , βi )]

ij

In the M-step, Q is maximized by tuning α and β values. By using (5.6), (5.8), and
the gradient ascent, α and β can be found to locally maximize Q. Then, the E-step
and M-step are repeated until Q is stabilized.
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5.2.3 Ground Truth Inference using Clustering (GTIC)
A ground truth inference that uses a clustering algorithm is called GTIC for short.
This algorithm pays attention to a multiple classication problem, and thus is able to
work on a binary one as well. It contains two steps: feature generation and clustering.
An instance, ei , is associated with a multiple noisy label set, l i , and consists of labels
belonging to classes from c1 to ck . Nk is the number of labelers that give ck as its
P
label for instance i, i.e., Nk = R
j=1 I(lij = ck ), where R represents the number of
labelers. Then, the probability of this instance being a member of class k is given by
a parameter θk . Then, we have

θ = [θ1 , θ2 , ..., θk , ..., θK ], where 0 ≤ θk ≤ 1 and

K
X

θk = 1

(5.9)

k=1

where K denotes the number of classes. The Bayesian statistics model is adopted
to estimate the parameter. For each label lij ∈ {c1 , c2 , ..., cK }, there exists a K (j)

(j)

dimension random vector xk ∈ {0, 1}K , where xk = 1 indicates that lij = ck . The
probability mass function of a random vector x(j) obeys a multinomial distribution.
The likelihood of all labels provided for instance i is as follows:

p(li |θ) =

J
Y

(j)

µ(x |θ) =

j=1

K
Y

(5.10)

θkNk

k=1

where µ(x(j) |θ) is a multinomial distribution given θ.

The conjugate prior of a

multinomial distribution is a Dirichlet distribution that results in the posterior in
the same form. Thus, the posterior of parameter θ is as follows:

p(θ|ll i ) ∝ p(ll i |θ)p(θ) ∝

K
Y

θk Nk θkαk −1

k=1

(5.11)

= Dir(θ|α1 + N1 , ..., αk + Nk )
where α = {α1 , α2 , ..., αk , ..., αK }, and αk ≥ 0 is a hyper parameter of a Dirichlet
distribution.

By using a Lagrange multiplier with the constraint in (5.9), the
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maximum value of p(θ|ll i ) can be calculated.

Note that p(θ|ll i ) is the posterior

distribution. Then, a constrained objective function is given by taking the logarithm
on (5.10), log prior, and constraint-related item, as follows:

`(θ, λ) =

K
X

Nk logθk +

k=1

K
X

(αk − 1)logθk + λ(1 −

k=1

K
X

θk )

(5.12)

k=1

By taking derivatives with respect to λ and θk , respectively, and the sum-to-one
constraint in (5.9), the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of θk is given as:

θbk =

Nk + αk − 1
P
N+ K
k=1 αk − K

(5.13)

Usually, a crowdsourcing system is deployed in an agnostic environment. In other
words, there is no priori knowledge. Then, we use a non-informative uniform priori,
i.e., α1 = ... = αK = 1. At this point, θk simply becomes the frequency of label

ck . Thus, for each instance, θk is treated as its k th feature, and then a clustering
algorithm is adopted to cluster similar instances. In addition, the (K + 1)-th feature
is obtained by calculating the average variety of every "phase" against its previous
"phase" in a histogram, i.e.,

θK+1 =

K−1
1 X
(θk+1 − θk )
K k=1

(5.14)

The main steps of GTIC are as follows:
1. For each ei in E , use (5.13) and (5.14) to generate its K + 1 features, i.e., θi =

c
(θc
i1 , ..., θiK , θi(K+1) ).
2. Use the k -means clustering algorithm by computing Euclidean distance.
3. For each cluster s with the size of M (s) obtained from k -means, create vector
PM (s) (i)
τ (s) = i=1
θk , and s ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}.
4. For each cluster, based on its vector τ (s) , assign this cluster with the class k (s) =
(s)

argmaxk {τk } under the constraint that a cluster is mapped to one and only one
class.
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5. Assign each ei , an inferred label according to the label of each cluster and return

E . E = {ei }N
i=1 and N denotes the number of tasks.
Step 1 generates K + 1 features, and Step 2 runs the k -means clustering algorithm
and returns K clusters. Steps 4-6 are executed from the cluster with the maximum
and the minimum size to map one cluster into one and only one class.

5.2.4 Positive Label Frequency Threshold (PLAT)
PLAT aims at dealing with the problem that has two constraints: binary classication
and imbalanced labeling. A class with fewer instances than the other is called the
positive class and the other is the negative one. In this algorithm, a dataset is dened

l

as L = { i }N
i=1 with an N × R dimension containing all labels, i.e., N × R labels.

N and R represent the number of instances and number of labelers, respectively.

l

i

= {li,j }R
j=1 denotes a feature vector, where li,j ∈ {0, 1}. Note that 0 and 1 indicate

that an instance belongs to two dierent classes, i.e., negative and positive classes. In
our case, 0 and 1 identify whether a short text is unrelated or related to a rare event,
respectively. The positive frequency of instance i is denoted as fi+ = ri /Ri , where

ri is the number of positive labels and Ri is the total number of labels. Because all
R labelers give labels to every instance, Ri = R represents the number of labelers of
instance i. fk+ ∈ {0, 1/R, 2/R, ..., (R − 1)/R, 1} denotes the positive frequency given
by R labelers, where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., R} is an index. 0 and 1 correspond to the two
cases that no labeler gives a positive label and all labelers give positive labels. Fk+ is
a set associated with index k and corresponds to fk+ . For the instance i, if fi+ = fk+
where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, then fi+ is assigned into set k , i.e., fi+ ∈ Fk+ . By counting the
number of instances in Fk+ , a frequency table is obtained. Note that this table has
two coordinates, frequencies, fk+ , and the number of instances in Fk+ . In addition, it
records fk+ in the ascending order versus the number of corresponding instances.
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Zhang et al. [110] draw a positive frequency distribution (PFD) graph that
is associated with the frequency table.

The positive frequency and the number

of corresponding instances are its horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively.
By assumption, for

l

i

associated with the i-th instance, the probability pk having

k positive labels obeys a binomial distribution. In addition, they prove that if the
imbalance ratio is not too big, there are two peaks and one valley in a PFD graph.
If so, then there are not two distinct peaks, but only one peak with the maximum
number of instances instead. In other words, there are two kinds of PFD graphs with
two cases. Then, the binary classication problem is converted into estimating the
best threshold. In the rst case, the graph has two peaks and one valley. In the
second case, it has only one peak. For the rst case, the positive frequency that is
associated with the valley is the threshold. For the second case, the positive frequency
that corresponds to the peak is the threshold. Because the frequency is sorted in the
ascending order, the frequencies of instances that are less than the threshold are
classied into the negative class. Otherwise, they belong to the positive class. This
algorithm ts the imbalanced labeling. There is a constraint stating that more than
half of the instances should have frequencies that are not greater than the threshold. If
the constraint is not satised, the threshold should be increased to satisfy it. In [110],
it assumes that if the labeling qualities of labelers are equal, and thus the probability
having k positive labels obeys the binomial distribution. However, in real world, so
labelers are not the same, then the labeling qualities are not same; the probability
having k positive labels cannot obey the binomial distribution any more. Thus, the
cases, two peaks, and one valley and one peak, cannot be strictly followed.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are shown as two examples of PFD regarding Hurricane
Maria and Sandy, respectively. Their horizontal and vertical coordinates denote the
values of positive frequency and the number of instances corresponding to them. Both
of them have one valley and two peaks and are relatively at in the middle.
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Figure 5.4

PFD for Hurricane Maria when the number of labelers is 11.

5.2.5 Dataset
Two datasets are crawled and collected via Twitter's API during the two destructive
disasters, i.e., Hurricane Sandy 2012 and Hurricane Maria 2017.

During the

hurricanes, there were numerous tweets posted, most of which are not related to
them, but most of them are not. In order to keep a low imbalanced ratio, we carefully
choose 887 and 970 tweets for Hurricane Sandy and Hurricane Maria, respectively. If
a tweet is related to the hurricane, it is called a rare-event-related tweet. Otherwise,
it is an unrelated one. 13 labelers are requested to label all of the tweets individually
and independently. Each labeler gives either 0 (unrelated) or 1 (related) to a tweet.
In reality for most cases, nobody knows the exact meaning of a tweet other than the
user himself/herself. Then, identifying whether a tweet is related to the hurricane
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Figure 5.5

PFD for Hurricane Sandy when the number of labelers is 11.

is dicult. It is clear that we are studying a no-ground-truth problem. In order to
compare the performance among four algorithms in our dataset, we select some short
texts from newspapers, street interviews, and tweets with strong correlated hashtags.
In other words, they have ground truth.

5.2.6 Evaluation Metrics
In the experiment, we adopt ve evaluation metrics that are able to show the
performance of algorithms. The corresponding p -value of hypothesis testing is further
described along with them.

Accuracy

The accuracy is a basic metric that calculates the percentage of correctly

classied instances.
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McNemar test

The McNemar test is a statistical test used on paired data. It is

adopted in order to test whether any two algorithms can reach the same accuracy.
The McNemar test is applied to a 2×2 contingency table given in Table 5.1 and is
dened in (5.15):

Table 5.1

Contingency Table
Algorithm B
Positive
Negative

χ2 =

Algorithm A
Positive Negative
e00
e01
e10
e11

(e01 − e10 )2
e01 + e10

(5.15)

If either e01 or e10 is small, then χ2 cannot approximate the chi-square distribution
well. An exact binomial test can then be used. Edwards proposes the following
continuity that corrects the version of the McNemar test and is given as follows [29]:

χ2 =

ROC AUC

(|e01 − e10 | − 1)2
e01 + e10

(5.16)

ROC AUC is short for the receiver operating characteristic curves and

area under the curve. ROC is a two-dimensional curve that models the trade-o
between the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) [30] [62]. AUC
corresponds to the area that is under the curve of ROC. This metric is popularly used
to verify the performance of methods when dealing with imbalanced data.

F-measure

F-measure is another metric that evaluates the classication results for

imbalanced datasets [62]. It is computed by using precision and recall, and given in
5.17.

F =

2 • precision • recall
precision + recall
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(5.17)

Note that the precision compares correctly classied positive instances to all instances
that are classied as positive. The recall compares the correctly classied positive
instances to the instances that their true labels are positive. The larger F-measure,
the better performance.

Average Execution time

The average execution time records the average speed

of an algorithm that is executed multiple times. It reects how fast an algorithm can
be executed.

p -value

In statistical hypothesis testing, the result has statistical signicance if it is

impossible to reach given the null hypothesis. Then, a study denes the signicance
level, ρ, which is the probability for the study to reject the null hypothesis. The

p -value of a result is the probability of obtaining a result that occurs. By the standards
of the study, when p -value is less than ρ, the result is statistically signicant or the null
hypothesis is rejected. ρ is pre-given and denotes the probability of the occurrence of
a small probability event. Commonly, ρ can be 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 [31]. In our study,
we dene the ρ value as ρ0 = 0.05.

5.2.7 Experimental Results
In this section, we work with two datasets and investigate the eectiveness of
algorithms if the labelers are randomly selected. Note that we have 13 labelers to
label the datasets. In order to verify whether an algorithm is impacted by the quality
of the labelers and the number of labelers, we randomly select the labelers. For each
case, the number of randomly selected labelers is denoted as x. The results below
explore the changes of labelers among multiple algorithms.
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Accuracy

In this section, we compare the accuracy values among four algorithms.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the changes of accuracy values versus the changes of labeler
counts among four algorithms.

Figure 5.6

Accuracy comparisons among four algorithms for Hurricane Maria.

In both Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the horizontal axis represents the number of labelers.
Since there are 13 labelers and the labelers are randomly selected, we choose 3, 5, 7,
9 and 11 as the horizontal axis. Note that number of labelers, x, is odd, in order to
avoid a tie case. Each algorithm is executed 30 times and the vertical axis corresponds
to the average of accuracy values for each algorithm. There are two datasets. Each of
them contains 5 cases that are associated with labeler counts, i.e., 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11.
In general, there are 10 cases per labeler count. PLAT performs the best among all
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Figure 5.7

Accuracy comparisons among four algorithms for Hurricane Sandy.

algorithms because it is the best one for 7 cases and it is the second best for 2 cases.
GTIC is the second best since it achieves the best for 4 cases and the second best for
3 cases. On the contrary, MV is the worst because it is the worst for almost all cases.
In addition, the accuracy values of MV, GLAD and GTIC increase with the number
of labelers. This trend is obvious because their basic strategy follows the majority
labels. However, PLAT is dierent from them. It needs to analyze the PFD and
is sensitive to labeler quality and noisy labels. Even though PLAT performs better
than MV and GLAD on noisy labels [110], it is still possible to obtain extremely bad
cases when the labelers are not selected well. This explains the reason that PLAT
sometimes does not work well. In addition, Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the box plot of
accuracy values when the number of labelers are 9 and 11, respectively. We use them
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as an example to analyze the performance of PLAT in-depth. Note that the number
of labelers are 9 and 11, which correspond to the cases that PLAT does not perform
the best. The bar inside the box represents the median of accuracy values for each
algorithm. The up arrow represents the mean of accuracy values. In both Figures
5.8 and 5.9, the median values obtained from PLAT are the best. It means that half
of the accuracy values obtained from PLAT are above the median value. In other
words, in most cases, PLAT obtains a good performance. However, since there are
some accuracy values that are very low, it hurts PLAT's average accuracy values.

Figure 5.8

when x = 9.

Box plot of accuracy values among four algorithms for Hurricane Sandy
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Figure 5.9

when x = 11.

Box plot of accuracy values among four algorithms for Hurricane Sandy

McNemar test

In order to test whether the accuracy values obtained from dierent

algorithms have signicant dierences or not, we choose to use the McNemar test.
Each algorithm is executed 30 times, which returns 30 accuracy values accordingly.
Then, the McNear test is able to verify whether the accuracy obtained from any
pair has a signicant dierence. If the p -value obtained by the McNemar test is not
greater than the condent coecient, then the algorithms have a signicant dierence
in accuracy. Note that taking 30 samples is the minimum requirement to run the
McNemar test to create its common knowledge, and thus, each algorithm is executed
30 times. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show comparisons of p -values between two algorithms.
Note that the p -values in the tables are average values.
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Table 5.2 p -value Comparisons between Two Algorithms for Hurricane Maria Data
with McNemar Test

3
GTIC vs MV
1.0000
GTIC vs GLAD 1.0000
GTIC vs PLAT 1.0000
MV vs GLAD
1.0000
MV vs PLAT
1.0000
GLAD vs PLAT 1.0000

5
1.0000
0.8377
0.2242
0.8377
0.2242
0.2283

7
1.0000
0.3519
0.0827
0.3519
0.0827
0.1927

9
0.7443
0.4295
0.1037
0.4183
0.0194
0.0791

11
0.3921
0.3825
0.1519
0.5825
0.0956
0.0915

Table 5.3 p -value Comparisons between Two Algorithms for Hurricane Sandy Data

with McNemar Test

3
GTIC vs MV
1.0000
GTIC vs GLAD 1.0000
GTIC vs PLAT 0.8000
MV vs GLAD
1.0000
MV vs PLAT
0.8000
GLAD vs PLAT 0.8000

5
0.7096
0.5532
0.3776
0.8437
0.0872
0.0991
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7
0.2405
0.1584
0.4686
0.2437
0.1226
0.2067

9
0.0622
0.3197
0.2422
0.1373
0.0969
0.1729

11
0.0092
0.5069
0.2175
0.2453
0.0150
0.2010

For each pair, there are 5 cases that are associated with the changes of labeler
counts for each dataset. Then, each pair corresponds to 10 cases regarding two
datasets that have 6 pairs; we have 60 cases in total. If ρ0 is adopted, we nd that
most of the results obtained by these algorithms do not have signicant dierences.
Only three cases exhibit signicant dierences. They correspond to the pair of MV
and PLAT when x = 9 for Hurricane Maria and x = 11 for Hurricane Sandy. In other
words, only 5% of cases have signicant dierences.
Even though in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, PLAT performs the best for 7 cases
among all algorithms, these four algorithms do not have signicant dierences. In
other words, these four algorithms still have the similar accuracy values and their
performances are similar.

ROC AUC

Since our data is imbalanced, ROC AUC is adopted here to compare the

performances among algorithms. The higher ROC AUC value, the better performance
of an algorithm.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the changes of ROC AUC values versus labeler
counts among four algorithms. The horizontal and vertical axes show the labeler
counts and ROC AUC values, respectively. In the gures, the ROC AUC values are
averaged based on 30 times execution of each algorithm. With the same scenario as
seen in the subsection of accuracy, we have 10 cases that are associated with two
datasets. PLAT has the best ROC AUC for 6 cases, when x ∈ {5, 7, 9, 11} for the
Hurricane Maria dataset when x ∈ {3, 5} for the Hurricane Sandy dataset. It also
has the second best for 2 cases, when x ∈ {7, 9} for Hurricane Sandy. GTIC has the
best ROC AUC for 3 cases, when x ∈ {7, 9, 11} for Hurricane Sandy, and the second
best for 2 cases, when x ∈ {9, 11} for Hurricane Maria. MV is the worst, since its
ROC AUC values are always below the others as the labeler count changes. However,
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Figure 5.10

ROC AUC comparisons among four algorithms for Hurricane Maria.

PLAT still has some of the worst ROC AUC values compared to the others, such as
when x = 11 for Hurricane Sandy.

F-measure

F-measure is another metric that is adopted to validate the performance

of an algorithm.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the changes of F-measure values versus labeler counts
among the four algorithms. The average of F-measure values based on 30 executions
of each algorithm are shown. As mentioned in the previous sub-sections, there are 10
cases in total. PLAT has the best F-measure values for 6 cases, when x ∈ {5, 7, 9, 11}
and x ∈ {3, 5} for Hurricane Maria and Hurricane Sandy, respectively. GTIC has
the best F-measure values for 4 cases, when x = 11 and x ∈ {7, 9, 11} for Hurricane
Maria and Hurricane Sandy, respectively. Also, it has the second best F-measure
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Figure 5.11

ROC AUC comparisons among four algorithms for Hurricane Sandy.

values for 2 cases, when x = 11 and x = 5 for Hurricane Maria and Hurricane Sandy,
respectively. The GLAD method does not have any best F-measure value. MV is
always the worst since its F-measure curve is below the others'. However, PLAT is
not always good because it has some of the worst cases, such as when x = 11 for
Hurricane Sandy.

Execution time

The execution time is compared to test the execution speed of

each algorithm. Table 5.4 shows the average execution time of each algorithm versus
the number of labelers for both Hurricane Maria and Hurricane Sandy datasets.
It is obvious that GITC, MV, and PLAT have much less execution time than
GLAD. Because GLAD gives parameters for both labelers and tasks, and needs to
maximize the maximum likelihood function by using EM, it costs much time to obtain
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Figure 5.12

F-measure comparisons among four algorithms for Hurricane Maria.

its result. Compared with GLAD, the other algorithms, GTIC, MV, and PLAT, are
much faster. GTIC takes a little longer time since it adopts a clustering process. In
contrast, MV directly makes decisions on the majority labels and does not consider
other factors, such as the quality of labelers and other instances. PLAT analyzes
the PFD and estimates the threshold that splits the positive and negative portions.
Thus, GTIC takes a little more time than MV and PLAT. The execution time of MV
and PLAT are close, so it is hard to identify the faster method.
We compare these four algorithms using ve evaluation metrics. The accuracy
reects the performance of classication performed from dierent algorithms. The
McNemar test tells whether any two algorithms have any signicant dierences in
accuracy. The ROC AUC and F-measure compare the performance of algorithms
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Figure 5.13

F-measure comparisons among four algorithms for Hurricane Sandy.

when there is imbalanced data. The execution time indicates the execution speed of
algorithms. Overall, although PLAT has more cases that have better performances in
accuracy, ROC AUC, and F-measure, it performs sometimes the worst, such as when

x = 11 for Hurricane Sandy and when x = 3 for Hurricane Maria. Thus, it does not
have the dominant advantage. Even though the curves of MV are below the others, it
is not a signicant dierence in accuracy. Also, in Figures 5.6-5.7 and 5.10-5.13, the
tendencies of GTIC and MV increase as labeler count increases. GLAD drops slightly
sometimes. In contrast, PLAT drops signicantly in Figures 5.7, 5.11 and 5.13 when
the labeler count is large. Thus, the performance of PLAT cannot be guaranteed. Its
robustness is worth a further study. In addition, PLAT and MV have less execution
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Table 5.4

Execution Time for Hurricane Maria and Hurricane Sandy Data

Maria

3

5

7

9

11

GTIC

0.0548

0.0557

0.0601

0.0741

0.0850

MV

0.0191

0.0266

0.0348

0.0369

0.0358

GLAD 10.2266 10.7419 10.9184 11.1916 10.4113
PLAT

0.0220

0.0264

0.0305

0.0352

0.0392

Sandy

3

5

7

9

11

GTIC

0.0599

0.0547

0.0543

0.0544

0.0577

MV

0.0185

0.0217

0.0273

0.0272

0.0307

GLAD 9.7190

8.4106

9.0955

8.1751

8.1592

PLAT

0.0246

0.0286

0.0311

0.0349

0.0204

time than GTIC and GLAD. Overall, none of the four algorithms have a dominant
advantage over the others.

5.3 Adaptive Majority Voting
With the explosion of social media data, their labeling task becomes a bottleneck for
the machine learning and data mining community as they do not have their ground
truth in general.

Fortunately, crowdsourcing labeling systems, such as Amazon

Mechanical Turk, provide cheap and fast ways to obtain a large quantity of labeled
data [77]. However, for such a low price, the quality of labeled data is not guaranteed
in general. Because many labelers want to earn more payment in the least time
possible, the labels they produce tend to be inaccurate and sometimes wrong. In other
words, the labels obtained via such systems are not always of desired quality [91].
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5.3.1 Description of Adaptive Majority Voting
MV is a popular method, due to its simple implementation and high execution speed.
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, if the labeling quality of labelers is greater than 0.5,
then the integrated labeling quality tends to be high. If the labeling quality of labelers
is high, the integrated labeling quality quickly approaches a high one as the number
of labelers increases. If it is not that high, it approaches a nal value slowly. To
determine the labeling quality of labelers is not an easy task. Also, incapability
of dealing with a tied case is a big disadvantage of MV. If a tied case occurs, MV
randomly provides the label as 0 or 1. Even though we adopt an odd number of
labelers, there still is a change to get a case close to a tied case. For example, given
there are twenty-one people labeling a task; ten of them give a 0 as their labels, and
the other eleven labelers give a 1 as their labels. Intuitively, this task is assigned as
1 by MV. Although the dierence of labels between eleven 1s and ten 0s is only one,
the integrated label becomes 1 since the majority vote is 1. It is important to note
that this close dierence of voters relies entirely on one labeler, and suppose he or
she has a low labeling quality and has incorrectly marked the task, and if this is the
case, that one labeler corrupts the label and it is not labeled correctly with the actual
ground truth. We denote this situation as the close-to-tied case as the root of this
error depends on a very close consensus between 0 and 1.
Unlike some studies, such as [83], that presume prior distribution for some
parameters, which is normally unknown, the newly proposed Adaptive MV directly
uses labels given by the labelers and does not require any other prior knowledge about
labelers. Also, some work, such as [43], that assigns weights to each labeler, but the
weights are only rough estimates and are inaccurate due to the limited observations
in determining each weight. On the contrary, our method adaptively updates the
weights by performing some iterations and to precisely assign proper weights to each
labeler. In general, the purpose of Adaptive MV is to assign a weight to each labeler
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based on his or her quality, which is determined from the number of values that the
labeler's inputs and the majority's opinions, or majority voting results, are identical.
Then, we construct a new MV model, compiled with all the updated weights, to and
determine new integrated labels. The new integrated labels are used to adjust the
previous weight of each labeler to ensure that the labeler is given the most accurate
weight possible. We repeat this process of acclimating the weights until the dierence
between the present weight and new one is agreed to be negligible. Furthermore, for
the labelers that have many instances of labeling along the lines of the majority, in
our method, we are able to apply extra emphasis on them by commissioning a greater
weight. Generally, the labelers with higher weights have the greatest probabilities to
match their labels with the majority such that their labels are given more of an impact
on modifying and creating the next MV model. Also, the labelers that are more
inconsistent with the majority voting results are updated with lower weights, such
that their labels carry less impact in the next majority voting round. As discussed
in [46], [84] and [110], as the number of labelers, who have a labeling quality is greater
than 0.5, increase, the integrated labeling quality tends to yield a good performance.
Even if the labeling quality of labeler is slightly greater than 0.5, it still has a relatively
higher weight.
Using the labeling quality given in (5.3), the weight for the j -th labeler is
obtained as follows:

pj
wj = PR

j=1

pj

(5.18)

When the weights are considered, the estimated integrated label for the i-th task, ybi ,
is given as follows:



P

1 if 1 R
(wj · li,j ) ≥ 0.5,
R j=1
ybi =


0 otherwise.

The Adaptive MV method is shown in Algorithm 1.
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(5.19)

Algorithm 1: Adaptive Majority Voting
Input :

The labels matrix given as L;

Output:

The estimated integrated labels, yb;

1

Initialize weights as w = [1, 1, ...1]1×R and ∆w = [1, 1, ...1]1×R ;

2

Set the threshold ψ = [0.0001, 0.0001, ...0.0001]1×R ;

3

repeat

4

yb is updated by using (5.19);

5

wnext is updated by using (5.3) and (5.18);

6

∆w = w − wnext ;

7

wnext = w;

8

until |∆wj | < ψj ;
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The input is an N × R matrix L which is associated with the labels given
by R labelers for N tasks. The algorithm output is the estimated integrated label
vector, yb. Step 1 initializes the weights as w = [1, 1, ...1]1×R which treats every labeler
has the same weight, and the weight dierence is set to ∆w = [1, 1, ...1]1×R . Once
the changes of weights are less than the threshold, the weights have converged to
the agreed endpoint. The estimated integrated labels, yb, are updated with (5.19)
in Step 4. The weights are updated with (5.3) and (5.18) in Step 5. The updated
weight vector is denoted as wnext . The weight dierence is computed in Step 6, i.e.,

∆w = w − wnext . This algorithm stops when the absolute value of weight dierence,
|∆w|, is less than the threshold.

5.3.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we adopt the Adaptive MV method on the two real datasets that
are associated with Hurricane Sandy and Hurricane Maria and compare it with the
conventional MV method. In order to verify the performance of Adaptive MV, we
randomly replace some original labelers with noisy labelers in the raw datasets; the
original labels are substituted by the noisy labels given by noisy labelers. Then,
the data is randomly split into training and testing datasets. Note that there are
13 labelers in our datasets. Because PLAT has more best cases in the previous
comparative study and MV is a basic and simple method, we choose MV and PLAT
to be our adaptive MV's peers. All three algorithms are executed ten times. Two
metrics, accuracy and ROC AUC, are utilized to verify the performance of algorithms.
The t-test veries whether they have signicant dierence or not. Figures 5.14 - 5.17
describe the performance of algorithms. Their x-axes scale is the number of noisy
labelers and their y-axes correspond to the metric. Note that we set the labeling
quality of noisy labeler to 0.2 and the values given in the gures are average values
that are calculated from the ten executions. Since there are 13 labelers, if the number
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of noisy labelers is greater than the half of number of labelers, then the majority
becomes the noisy labelers. This is not our case since we assume that the majority
of labelers have good labeling qualities.

Figure 5.14

Accuracy comparisons between MV and Adaptive MV with dierent
numbers of noisy labelers on Hurricane Maria data.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the comparisons based on accuracy for Hurricane
Maria and Sandy, respectively. In Figure 5.14, Adaptive MV is the best out of the
three algorithms. All three algorithms begin relatively close when the number of
noisy labelers, x = 1. Note that x represents the number of noisy labelers. As x
increases, x ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, the accuracies of each algorithm diverge with Adaptive
MV performing the best, MV performing the second best, and PLAT performing the
worst. MV and PLAT are very close, but MV runs consistently a little better than
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Figure 5.15

Accuracy comparisons between MV and Adaptive MV with dierent
numbers of noisy labelers on Hurricane Sandy data.
PLAT in all cases. Thus, in this set, we conclude that our proposed method, Adaptive
MV, is the best, MV comes in second place, and PLAT is the third but very close to
MV. In Figure 5.15, Adaptive MV is clearly the best out of the three algorithms as
it consistently performs the best in all cases, x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. When x = 1, MV
performs better than PLAT, but when x ∈ {3, 4, 5}, PLAT runs slightly better than
MV. In the transition between ve and six noisy labelers, PLAT's accuracy drops
relatively more quickly than MV's accuracy, creating a sharp division between their
accuracies when x = 6. Note that as the accuracies of PLAT and MV decline, the
accuracy of Adaptive MV stabilizes at around 0.89.
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Figure 5.16

ROC AUC comparisons between MV and Adaptive MV with dierent
numbers of noisy labelers on Hurricane Maria data.
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 describe the comparisons based on ROC AUC. In Figure
5.16, Adaptive MV proves to be the best out of the three algorithms.

When

x = 1, PLAT is the best, Adaptive MV is the second best, and MV is the worst.
However, as x increases, the compared performances of each algorithm are as follows:
Adaptive MV the best, PLAT the second best, and MV the worst. MV and PLAT
are numerically close, but PLAT is slightly better than MV in four cases, when

x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, out of the six. In Figure 5.17, Adaptive MV is clearly the best out of
the three algorithms since it consistently performs the best in all cases. When x = 1,
MV performs better than PLAT, but when x ∈ {3, 4, 5}, PLAT runs slightly better
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Figure 5.17

ROC AUC comparisons between MV and Adaptive MV with dierent
numbers of noisy labelers on Hurricane Sandy data.
than MV. In the transition between ve and six noisy labelers, PLAT's ROC AUC
values drop relatively more quickly than MV's ROC AUC values.
In Tables 5.5-5.8, the t-test is adopted to verify if there is any signicant
dierence that exists among algorithms based on accuracy and ROC AUC. Note that
if a p-value is less than 0.05, it is put in bold font in the tables. The rst row shows
the number of noisy labelers, and the rst column represents a pair of algorithms.

In Table 5.5, each pair is compared with six cases corresponding to the number
of noisy labelers from 1 to 6 for Hurricane Maria. The pair, MV and Adaptive MV,
have signicant dierences for ve cases in accuracy when x ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The
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Table 5.5 p -value

Comparisons based on Accuracy between Two Algorithms for
Hurricane Maria Data with t-test

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.2172

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Adaptive MV vs PLAT 0.7487

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

MV vs PLAT

0.0056

0.2169

0.5178

0.0732

0.1683

MV vs Adaptive MV

0.9636

Table 5.6 p -value

Comparisons based on Accuracy between Two Algorithms for
Hurricane Sandy Data with t-test

1

2

3

4

5

6

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Adaptive MV vs PLAT 0.0919

0.1226

0.2171

0.0012

0.0000

0.0008

MV vs PLAT

0.8297

0.3258

0.2224

0.4274

0.0505

MV vs Adaptive MV

0.2969

Table 5.7 p -value Comparisons based on ROC AUC between Two Algorithms for

Hurricane Maria Data with t-test

1

2

3

4

5

6

MV vs Adaptive MV

0.1841

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Adaptive MV vs PLAT

0.0045

0.0000

0.0000

0.0001

0.0000

0.0000

MV vs PLAT

0.0021

0.0105

0.2108

0.8170

0.2585

0.1680

Table 5.8 p -value Comparisons based on ROC AUC between Two Algorithms for
Hurricane Sandy Data with t-test
1

2

3

4

5

6

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Adaptive MV vs PLAT 0.1118

0.2190

0.3863

0.0033

0.0000

0.0012

MV vs PLAT

0.9773

0.2374

0.1758

0.0420

0.0507

MV vs Adaptive MV

0.3523
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pair, Adaptive MV and PLAT, have signicant dierences for ve cases when x ∈

{2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The pair, MV and PLAT, only have one signicant dierence when x =
2. In Table 5.6 for Hurricane Sandy, MV and Adaptive MV have signicant dierences
for all six cases. The pair, Adaptive MV and PLAT, have signicant dierences for
three cases when x ∈ {4, 5, 6}. However, there is no signicant dierence for the
pair of MV and PLAT. In Tables 5.5 and 5.6, there are twelve cases for each pair
of algorithms by noting that either dataset contains six cases corresponding to the
number of noisy labelers from one to six. The pair, MV and Adaptive MV, have
eleven out of twelve cases that show signicant dierences. The pair, Adaptive MV
and PLAT, have signicant dierences in eight out of twelve cases. In contrast, the
pair, MV and PLAT, only have one case that has signicant dierence. Overall,
using the t-test, Tables 5.5 and 5.6, and Figures 5.14 and 5.15, we conclude that our
proposed method, Adaptive MV, is much better than MV and PLAT since its low

p-values reject the null hypothesis. Note that rejecting the null hypothesis means
that a signicant dierence exists. However, between MV and PLAT, we are unable
to declare which method is better because almost all of the p-values are greater than

0.05 and it is also not clear in any of the gures since they show similar performances.
The results are similar when the ROC AUC is adopted. In total, there are
eleven out of twelve cases with signicant dierences for the pair, MV and Adaptive
MV. The pair, Adaptive MV and PLAT, have nine out of twelve cases with signicant
dierences. However, there are only three cases with signicant dierences for the
pair of MV and PLAT. In general, taking Tables 5.7 and 5.8, and Figures 5.16 and
5.17 into consideration, we conclude that our proposed method, Adaptive MV, is
much better than MV and PLAT based on ROC AUC. However, between MV and
PLAT, we are unable to declare which method is better because almost all of the

p-values are greater than 0.05. It is unclear in any of the gures since they show
similar performances.
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In conclusion, the Adaptive MV method outperforms other methods, MV and
PLAT as the number of noisy labelers increases.

MV and PLAT do not have

signicant dierences. Thus, their performance is similar. Note that when there
are no noisy labelers, MV, PLAT and Adaptive MV show no signicant dierences.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary of Contributions
This work aims at three core directions of rare event analysis: 1) exploring the
temporal-spatial pattern of social activities; 2) classifying short-texts; and 3) dealing
with no-ground-truth problem of short texts. Finding the temporal-spatial pattern
of social activities can help us understand the real impacts that people have suered
and can be used to evaluate impacts during the arrival of a rare event. The second
direction identies rare-event-related and unrelated short texts by using a fuzzy
logic-based feature extraction and classication methods. The last direction focuses
on a no-ground-truth problem, since many short texts do not have ground truth.
For the rst direction, a reliable and robust temporal-spatial pattern of social
media activities can reect real impacts that people have suered, and be used to
evaluate impacts during the arrival of a rare event. Regularities between virtual and
real worlds are explored in this work. In Chapter 3, using the proposed clusteringalgorithm-based data processing methods and analyzing the social media data in
the virtual world, more precise and accurate temporal information can be obtained
regarding a rare event. First, it veries that there is a strong connection between
the variations of social media activities and the evolution of a rare event in a time
domain. Second, it provides a more precise and believable impacted time point of a
rare event like a hurricane. Furthermore, it reveals that time dierences exist and are
dierent for varying cities. Investigating and revealing the dierences are helpful in
building the temporal pattern of the virtual world or social media activities during the
occurrence of a rare event. Since social media activities provide timely information,
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they can accurately reect the human's behaviors, mood, and awareness in real time.
The study of time dierences is one important component of temporal patterns. It
provides an approach to track, understand, analyze and evaluate the evolution of a
rare event precisely and rapidly in a time domain. Then, relevant departments and
organizations, and even individuals can start to better prepare for extreme events in
advance.
Next, this work aims at a short-text classication problem, since Chapter 3 only
uses the keyword search method that may lter important content and information
out. Chapter 4 deals with the issue that is faced in Chapter 3. It mainly contains two
parts. First, a novel feature extraction approach is provided to extract features from
short texts. Second, a fuzzy logic-based text classication method is proposed to deal
with the binary classication problem of short texts. The fuzzy rules and membership
functions are given. The dataset crawled during Hurricane Sandy is used to verify the
eectiveness of the proposed methods. With comparisons among ve commonly used
defuzzication methods, we draw a conclusion that centroid defuzzication is more
eective and ecient than bisector, LOM, MOM and SOM. In addition, a comparison
with the widely used keyword search method is conducted.

The experimental

results reveal that the proposed feature extraction and fuzzy logic-based classication
methods are more suitable to nd rare event-relevant messages. Fuzzy-logic methods
are able to easily beat the keyword search method in NPV, AUC, and change rate at
some small sacrice of precision value for our case study. In addition, we compare our
feature extraction method with word2vec by using the same classication methods.
The results reect that the proposed fuzzy logic-based feature extraction method is
superior to the word2vec-based one.
Lastly, since the ground-truth labels of numerous social media data do not
exist and are hard to determine, a no-ground-truth problem is an important research
issue to be addressed. Automatically nding ground-truth labels for short texts is
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a key to uncover users' real meanings. Improper labels lead the analysis of social
media data into dilemmas. It is dicult to explore humans' activities and predict
the possible inuences on human beings' lives when a rare event takes place. Two
real social media data sets, Hurricane Sandy and Maria, collected from Twitter are
used to verify the performance of four existing algorithms. Overall, none of the four
algorithms, i.e., PLAT, GLAD, GTIC, and MV, have a dominant advantage over
the others. In addition, the proposed method, Adaptive MV, is compared with MV
and PLAT methods. It outperforms MV and PLAT for the dataset containing poor
labelers.

6.2 Limitations and Future Research
Even though this study deals with many issues facing in the rare event analysis, it
still has some limitations. First of all, currently, we only deal with an event that lasts
a relatively long time. The rare event may last for several days, such as hurricanes,
and people may obtain weather forecast and alerts before their arrival. Amid the
aftermath of their arrival, people may still be impacted by them. They belong to
long-term events and have a pre-dened name. However, some short-term events are
not concerned, such as earthquakes. There is no alert or extremely short (like a few
minutes) before its arrival, and it does not have a specic name in general before
they happen. Time dierences, temporal-spatial patterns of social activities, and
short texts are distinct from our current scenarios. Secondly, since dierent events
may cause dierent impacts, people's feelings, attitudes, and behaviors are entirely
dierent. Their short-text posts are distinct, so the feature extraction of short texts
may be dierent from our current case. Thirdly, in this study, the completeness of
data collected during rare events are limited, because only Twitter data are adopted
and focus on the short texts using English. Multiple sources, such as videos, multiple
social media platforms, such as Facebook, and multiple languages could be taken into
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consideration. Lastly, the ground-truth inference methods only utilize labels obtained
from labelers. However, combining with the feature extracted from texts is able to
improve the performance of short-texts classication.
In order to conquer the limitations aforementioned, the future work should focus
on four aspects. Firstly, multiple types of rare events can be well investigated. Deep
learning based methods, such as [13, 70, 78, 90, 104], will be studied to analyze such
events. Secondly, when dealing with the short-texts classication problem for dierent
rare events, the fuzzy rules and membership function are planned to be adjusted and
selected by using some intelligent optimization algorithms [23,37,38,40,41,67,94,115].
Thirdly, the data must be collected from multiple sources, social media platforms, and
languages, such as the data adopted in [90] and [36]. Lastly, for the no-ground-truth
problem, we should focus on analyzing the reliability of Adaptive MV, including
theoretical proofs, and extending it to other real-world datasets. Also, the features
extracted from short texts should be combined and taken into consideration. When
the extracted features are combined with labelers' intelligence, the accuracy of shorttexts classication is expected to be improved.
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